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On The Internet 
http://www.eee.org/bus/bvn 
Business of the Week 
the Black community? 
Dora Nelson African-American Museum E-Mail your answers to: b/ack_voice@eee.org 
Or Write: BVN, P.O. Box 1581, Riv. CA 92502 
· Crystal Stairs 
Pays Tribute 
Karen Hill•Scott, Ed.D 
Co-Founder and Director of 
Development 
('Piloting a Better 
Tomorrow for Children 
Today" 
The pressure of acceleration 
wears off, and the Captain 
switches off the safety belts 
sign. ·you're ready to get up 
and mingle, dance and laugh 
and enjoy, at a premier event 
pedicated to celebrating one of 
the most valiant and high-flying 
fighters for children there is ... 
The first annual Crystal 
Stairs Awards Tribute, honoring 
Dr. Hill-Scott will be held 
Saturday, November 9, t-996 at 
the DC3 in Santa Monica. 
Dr. Scott, a twenty-year 
~eteran in the field of child 
development, will be receiving 
the First Annual Crystal Stairs 
Award, an award that will be 
given annually by Crystal 
Stairs, Inc. This award 
recognizes Dr. Scott for her 
tireless work setting new 
traditions in family and child 
care development. She co-
Continued on Page A-2 
Public Safety 
· Expo and Bike 
Rodeo 
RIVERSIDE ·__ Police 
Chief Ken Fortier is pleased to 
announce the Riverside Police 
Department will be hosting a 
Public Safety Expo and Bike 
Rodeo on Saturday, September 
14, 1996. 
The Expo will be held in 
the parking lot of the Riverside 
Police Department's Area Four 
Storefront Substation located at 
. .. 8636 California Avenue. The 
; . event will begin at 11:00 a.m. 
, . and will conclude at 
' ·approximately 3:00 p.m. 
· ·Dinosaurs are 
Coming to 
:Carousel Mall 
The Dinosaurs in the Mall 
'Exhibit will roar into Carousel 
Mall September 14th-October 
, 20th. Seven animated displays, 
·the head of a T-Rex, a fossil pit 
-area, touchable skin samples, 
dinosaur image rubbing areas, 
:flip lid games, and a remote 
:controlled Dimetrodon· will be 
-Jocated throughout the lower 
level of the mall during normal 
mall hours. The exhibit is free 
of c harge. Carousel Mall is 
located in downtown San 
Bernardino at 2nd and "E" 
Streets. For more information, 
call (9090 384-5254. 
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Drug Scandal, I Can't Believe it, But it's True 
By Bob Minick 
Special to Black Voice News 
Something so awful has 
, apparently happened that upon 
hearing this one would expect 
that people would run out in the 
street and stop the first person or 
persons they meet and tell them 
what they had heard. You would 
expect that people would react 
much as they would following a 
major earthquake or the 
assasination of a president: 
gathering in clusters on the 
streets, first in stunned silence 
and then in outrage! 
I am writing about a 
developing story that first 
appeared in the San Jose 
Mercury News, August 18, 1996, 
The -story is written by Gary 
Weeb and may be accessed on 
computer 'Internet at 
(www.sjmercury.com). The story 
is called "The Dark Alliance", 
and is about the "crack 
explosion" in LA. 
The story suggests that "CIA 
led Nicaraguan Rebels brought 
cocaine to poor L.A. 
neighborhoods in the early '80s, 
to help finance war--and a plague 
was born". 
I can't believe that I just 
repeated that story. I can't believe 
that I find that story credible, but 
sadly I do! 
Recalling the Oliver 
North/Iran Contra scandal; I 
had heard many rumors during 
the 80s about how the CIA was 
selling drugs to "Black" 
ope~atives in LA and San 
Commentary 
already knew for certain that 
operatives (i.e. Oliver North & 
Co.) within our government had 
sold illegal weapons to 
"terrorist"(sometimes one 
wonders who the terrorist are) to 
raise funds to finance the 
Contras. 
As District Administrator for 
Congressman George Brown I 
Francisco to raise money to help 
the Contras. But even after the 
Oliver North testimony I still 
found the awful implications of 
such rumors too hellish -to 
believe let alone repeat. 
Having spent a great deal of 
time in Arkansas over the past 
several years I had heard many 
rumors about the mysterious 
Retiring LBC Members: (I) Kevin Mrray presents plaque to his father, WIiiard Murray, Jr., (r) Assemblyman Curtis Tucker Jr., 
Assemblywoman Marguerite Archie-Hudson, Assemblyman Willard Murray Jr .. 
Legislature Bids Farewell to Father-Son Team 
By Dia Poole 
Special to Black Voice News 
SACRAMENTO -- All eyes 
were moist on the Floor of the 
California State Assembly 
Thursday as Assistant Minority 
Fl,oor Leader Kevin Murray (D-
Los Angeles) bid a fond farewell 
to his father, California Legislative 
Black Caucus Chairman Willard 
H. Murray, Jr. (D-Paramount), 
during ceremonies honoring 
deparcing Members. Legislators 
applauded and staff members 
watching on closed circuit 
television dabbed at tears when 
the younger Murray hugged his 
father and wiped away a tear after 
an emotion-filled introduction. 
Kevin Murray credited his 
father for encouraging him to run 
for public office and ultimately 
winning a seat in the State 
Assembly. Calling the senior 
statesman a source of inspiration 
and a great leader, the former 
entertainment industry attorney 
introduced House Resolution 67 
which recognized Willard 
Murray's contributions to the State 
of California and to the 
constituents of the 52nd Assembly 
District. The elder Murray was 
first elected in 1988 to the 54th 
Assembly District, later 
reapportioned as District 52, 
which encompasses the cities of 
Paramount, Gardena, Lynwood, 
Watts, and portions of Compton, 
Los Angeles and Long Beach. 
A victim of term limits, long-
time education advocate Willard 
Murray leaves the Assembly after 
serving a total of four two-year 
terms Kevin Mun::,ay was elected 
to the Assembly•in 1994, forming 
the first father-son team to serve 
concurrently in the history of the 
California State Legislature. The 
close bond between the two 
legislators was particularly evident 
as Kevin Murray presented his 
father to the house for the last 
time, at times pausing to retain his 
composure, and ending his 
remarks with a quiet 'T II miss 
you, Dad." 
Escorted by his son and 
Democratic Floor Leader Richard 
Katz (D-Sylmar), a pe'nsive 
Willard Murray made his way to 
the Speaker's podium to thank his 
colleagues for their friendship and 
support and to receive a framed 
resolution from Assembly 
Speaker Curt Pringle. 
"I will be around," Murray 
chided, "so don't think you've 
gotten rid of me yet. You haven't 
seen the last of me, you'll have to 
deal with me again at some point 
in the future!" The Assembly and 
Senate began their final joint 
recess in Sacramento on August 
30, and Murray officially leaves 
office when the 1995-96 Regular. 
Session adjourns on November 
30. 
goings on at the oversized airport 
the federal government had built 
near the remote community of 
Mena. I had supposed all along 
that the secret activities carried 
on there had to do with the arms 
trafficking. When the private 
sector made inquiry about the 
operations at Mena they were put 
off in the name of "national 
security". Now we are being told 
by "insiders" that much of the 
traffic there may have been in 
illegal drugs which ended up on 
our streets and in the hands of 
our children. 
I had often wondered how it 
was that one day there was no 
such thing as "crack" and that 
almost the next day there were 
tons of it in the hands of rival 
11gangs;; battling each other over 
"turf'. Hadn't you ever wondered 
about that? 
Gary Weeb not only explains 
all this but also documents, step 
by step how it happened and who 
the players were. (I hope even 
more that by the time this is 
printed what is being said here is 
proven untrue.) 
Suffice it to say that the 
decision to raise money by 
placing drugs in the hands of L. 
A. black gangs was not 
implemented by some lone 
"loose cannon " in the San 
Fransisco Branch office of the 
CIA. It seems increasingly clear 
that at the same time the 
Continued on Page A-2 
Term Limits 
Retiring Vets 
By Dia Poole 
Special to Black Voice News 
Assemblywoman Marguerite 
Archie-Hudson, a democrat, was 
elected to the State Assembly in 1990 
to represent the 48th Assembly 
District in South Central Los 
Angeles. A recogniz.t;d expert in the_ 
field of higher eduation, she chaired 
the Assemby Committee on higher 
F.ducation and served in leadership as 
Democratic Whip under Speaker 
Emeritus Willie L Brown, Jr. 
Curtis R Tucker, Jr. was elected 
to the Assembly in 1989. He 
represents the 51 st Assembly District 
Tucker has accomplished a vast 
range of opportunities for his 
community, including stimulating 
economic growth to provide 
incentives for business to create jobs 
after the civil unrest in 1992. 
He serves as vice chainnan of the 
Assembly Governmental 
Otganization Committee. 
Excerpts From Rev. Jackson's Speech at Democratic Convention 
Black Voice News 
CHICAGO, IL -- Thirty-
three years ago tonight, a young 
preacher about the same age as 
my son was putting the final 
touches on one of the great 
prophetic messages of our age. 
August 28, 1963, Dr. Martin 
Luther King, Jr. projected a 
vision of peace and equality that 
could heal our nation and a 
troubled world. His vision 
touched our nation's conscience. 
The Republicans in San 
Diego put forward the ·image, 
the vision of a big tent. On the 
cover was General Colin Powell 
and Jack Kemp. But clearly, 
you cannot Judge a book by its 
cover. For inside the book, it 
was written by Newt Gingrich 
and Ralph Reed and Pat 
Buchanan. All the rights that 
made General Powell possible 
are now under assault for the 
next generation and all that 
Kemp believed in until last 
week is now under assault. 
"The last time we gathered 
in Chicago, high winds ripped 
apart our big tent. We could not 
bridge that gap between strongly 
held opinions. We lost to Nixon 
by the margin of our despair, in 
'. 1968, the tension without our 
' party was over warfare. In 
1996, it's welfare. Last week, 
over the objections of many 
Democratic Party leaders and 
the opposition of millions of 
Americans, President Franklin 
Roosevelt's six-decade 
guarantee of support for women 
and children was abandoned. 
My brothers and my sisters, · 
when the President calls for the 
end of assault weapons, raises 
minimum wage, earned income 
taxes, stands with the mourning 
congregations of burned 
churches , stands for voting 
rights and social justice and 
gender equality, he deserves four 
more years. 
So, we disagree on the 
critical issue of welfare. But 
then if we re-elect President 
Clinton, there's another day and 
a better day. But don't stop 
there. We are mature enough to 
differ without splitting the Party. 
We make democracy real. We 
must protect one big tent. If we 
protect that big tent and leave 
there stronger, diverse and better 
and more challenged, we leave 
here with a plan to reclaim our 
children, leave with a plan to 
reinvest in America's 
infrastructure, then we need to 
have the faith to hold on. 
Faith is the substance of 
things hope for, and evidence of 
things unseen. We serve 
Almighty God. Keep that faith. 
Stand with the chicken worker. 
Keep that faith! Stand with the 
coal miners . Keep that faith! 
Stand with ship builders. Keep 
that faith! Stand with the poor. 
Keep that faith! Stand with the 
widows. Keep that faith! Stand 
tall. Never surrender your hopes 
and your joys. Keep that faith! 
We will win and deserve to win. 
Stand tall, Mr. Clinton. We 
will win and deserve to win. 
Keep hope alive! I love you. 
Sho a t Circle Kand Bu T h e Bl ac k Voic e N e w s 
~~~~---~ ~ ·~·~--~---,----~-----.~-,---~~-~-'"'T:,--~-----------------
Issues & Opinions 
The Black Voice News 
Guest Editorial 
Can Christians Really Unite? 
By Pastor Arthur Forbes 
The question is, "Can Christians really unite?" Jesus said a house 
divided against itself will fall. That is true for the entire Christian 
body, more specifically the question in the African American 
community is "Can African American Christians Unite?" This is not 
to say that we all shouldn't unite. It is the direction of the church and 
its _peoplewho are fractured. The Lord has directed the body of Christ 
to be as one, as He and the Father are one. 
This brings a new movement whose mission is to be called united 
in Jesus. To be united in Jesus is specifically designed for Christians 
or those who may become Christians with the Heart of Jesus. 
When the world sees Christians operating in Unity they will 
recognize that He and the Father are one; and Jesus has said, "And I, 
if I be lifted up from the earth, will draw all men unto me." 
CAN AFRICAN AMERICAN CHRISTIANS REALLY UNITE? 
The Lord Jesus Christ has made all Christians Kings and Priests. 
However, many African Americans are unaware of what Jestis has 
accomplished for us. 
"And hath made us Kings and Priests unto God and his Father; to 
him be glory and dominion for ever and ever. Amen. Revelation 1:5,6. 
We have a vision of an evangelistic ministry, which is called 
African American Kings and Priests . African American fathers , 
mothers and children will be called to repent and turn back to our 
Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. African American fathers who have 
turned away from their responsibilities as husband and or father, will 
be the primary target group: However, mothers and or wives and 
children will also be called to repent and turn totally to Christ Jesus. 
The new converts will be referred to local African American churches 
for follow-up. 
Many African Americans have turned away from God, and as a 
group we are the worst off in our community, i.e. health and finances. 
While racism is definitely a major problem in our community, God 
has promised, "And it shall come to pass, if thou shalt hearken 
diligently to hear the voice of the Lord thy God to observe and to do 
all his commandment, which I command thee this day, that the Lord ' 
thy God will set thee on high above all nations of the earth, and all 
these blessings will come on thee and overtake thee if thou shalt 
hearken unto the voice of the Lord thy God." Deuteronomy 28: 1,2 
When African American Christians receive the truth that we, like 
all other Christians, are Kings and Priests unto God then we will be 
able to sit at the table of brotherhood together as equals . All 
Christians should come to the same truth, then we will all be united in 
Jesus, and Jesus will be lifted up from the earth and he will draw all 
men unto Himself. The evangelistic message is: Repent and believe on 
the Lord Jesus and you and your house will be saved." Acts 16:30,31. 
CAN AFRICAN AMERICAN CHRISTIANS REALLY UNITE? 
All things are possible with God. 
WHAT CAN YOU AS A CHRISTIAN DO TO HELP US UNITE? 
Pray for unity. "If my people, which are called by my name, shall 
humble themselves, and pray, and seek my face , and turn from their 
wicked ways; then will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, 
and will heal their land. II Chronicles 7: 14. 
I join other pastors and lay people to develop a Christian plan for 
unity in our community. I invite like-minded people to join. 
Forbes is Pastor of Riverside Family Fellowship. 
SETTING THE RECORD 
STRAIGHT 
In the rush to make sure the Black 
Voice News meets press deadlines, we 
made a typographical error, in an 
article titled "Black Deaf Advocates 
Meet In Los Angeles - 9/5/96 " the 
caption · under the picture read 
"Tijuana Holstein reads Black Voice 
News before conference." Although 
at the conference, the picture was o 
Gail Riley, another conference 
attendee. BVN apologizes for any 
inconvenience this error may have 
caused. 
!l!_l!!f!_ .. __ 
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U.S. -Drug Scandal in Black Community 
Continued from Front Page 
Reagan/Bush Administration 
was telling our children to 
"JUST SAY NO TO DRUGS" it 
was also promoting the sale of 
drugs to THOSE SAME 
CHILDREN. 
Some person or persons in 
positions of authority had to have 
decided that a good way to raise 
money for the Reagan/Bush 
Administration's illegal efforts to 
support the Contras was to sell 
' drugs to "Blacks" in LA. 
The callousness of that 
dee:ision is comparable to 
someone knowingly giving 
deadly small pox infested 
blankets to "immune deficient" 
Indians at an earlier time. 
I can almost hear the decision 
being made. After all South 
Central L .A. was already drug 
infested and crime ridden. 
What's to hurt? And the 
President and Oliver North 
needed the money and Congress 
wouldn't provide it--"the ends 
justify the means", one of the 
operatives said. That is the best 
scenario I can provide. In any 
case it was an overt decision to 
commit genocide of Black men, 
women and children of South 
Central L.A., in order to support 
an illegal war. It is no accident 
that most of those incarcerated 
for drug related offenses are 
"Black". It was apparently 
supposed to be that way by 
design. 
To suggest that, "Blacks 
didn't have to buy it" or that the 
instigators of this could not have 
foreseen the resulting nationwide 
plague-like devastation does 
nothing to mitigate the 
magnitude of this crime. 
Rival gang members became 
the intended conduits for the sale 
of these drugs and fought street 
battles over turf, killing innocent 
bystanders, destroying thousands 
of homes and communities, and 
recruiting by force 
reinforcements apd customers. 
Sometimes when local 
authorities tried to intervene they 
were told to "butt out" again in 
the name of national security. 
When local police were 
somewhat successful in cracking 
down in one community the 
activities simply spread to 
another reaching further and 
further out until gang activity, 
crack cocaine addiction, drive-by 
shootings, crack babies, stealing, 
and other related forms of crime 
engulfed the nation. The 
corrupting influence of all this is 
beyond comprehension. 
At every level of law 
enforcement, from prison guards 
to private attorneys, the often 
phony and always senseless so-
called war on drugs has had its 
corrupting effects. 
Now all politicians from 
presidential to city council 
candidates have a vested interest 
in the drug war. Near rabid 
support for the war on drugs is a 
prerequisite to election even 
though that war cannot, or does 
not, keep drugs out of maximum 
security prisons let alone 
elementary schools 
From the legal justice system, 
to medical providers; from 
bankers to builders to councilors; 
almost all of us have a vested 
interest in the booming business 
that is the war on drugs. You'd be 
surprised how many of us owe 
our jobs to this "war" in one way 
or another. One of the three 
biggest businesses in the world is 
illegal drugs . 
The "war on drugs" has been 
highly successful on two fronts: 
it has created hundreds of 
thousands of new jobs and it has 
imprisoned hundreds of 
thousands of Blacks. 
Stop in "Anytown" USA. 
Have a seat in town square or in 
. the city park let your early teen-
age son or grandson walk about 
the area and they are likely to be 
contacted in minutes by another 
teenager(not necessarily Black 
now) selling drugs. 
Look at the "arrests made" 
column in the little weekly 
newspaper in all these 
communities. Look at the Police 
Blotter, the Court Calendar, the 
Obituary Column(died of gun 
shot wounds). 
Drive across· this nation 
turning on local radio stations as 
you pass through communities 
large and small and listen in to 
all the drug related news items. 
Here a police officer has been 
busted for stealing confiscated 
drug related money; there a 
popular high school athlete has 
been arrested for drug use. 
brought to our streets by budding 
private entrepreneurs; but if the 
federal government has been 
involved in bringing drugs to our 
streets--WHAT CAN WE IBLL 
OUR CHILDREN? 
How do we even begin to 
unravel this alleged evil of epic 
proportions(providing even a 
small portion of is proven to be 
true). 
First, by Presidential Pardon, 
we should immediately release 
every person now imprisoned on 
non-violent drug related crime, 
both buyers and sellers, paying 
that at least a minimum wage for 
time they have spent in the 
justice system on drug charges. 
If there were no other 
justification for this; 
"Entrapment" would be reason 
enough. 
Second, by Presidential 
Order, we should declare the so-
called "War On Drugs" lost and 
find an alternate way to deal with 
the myriad of problems· left in its · 
wake. 
Those are only the first things 
we should do to right these 
alleged wrongs. We have also to 
address the special needs of the 
thousands of families and 
communities. 
And we need to remove the 
vail of "national security" and 
tell the truth, the whole truth 
about this sordid mess. 
Bob Minick is a former 
teacher at San Bernardino High 
School and administrative 
All of this would be bad assistant for Congressman 
enough if drugs were simply George Brown. 
Males Influence on Our African American Literature 
\ 
By Tiffany D. Grea.on West, a father of four, has internationally as a business culture is one that deserves to 
Black Voice News worked to inspire African- consultant. In the height of his life progress. Their goals of reaching 
In a_ society where a person's Alrericans to suc.c.eed in life. He is he has written four books, geared out to their society have not only 
worth 1s not only based on a graduate of Morehouse College towards the development of succeeded through their work, but 
accomplishments but race, Brandon and Atlanta University. Mr. West African-Americans. through their lifestyles. 
K. Jacobs-Jenkins and C. Alexander has hekhhe position of President of These two African-American ' •· 
West have managed to help the CDC of Atlanta ~<Lis known male writers are example~ ,tbat our 
African-Americans not hate their~---------------------___;...:...---~----------~ 
skin color, but appreciate it. They 
write their books to send a tT1eSSage 
of happiness, encouragement, and 
strength to their readers. 
Branden K. Jacobs-Jenkins is 
the yOW1gest of the two writers. He 
· is .a native of the District of 
Columbia and the oldest of three 
children. He attends Roots Activity 
Leaming Center, an Afro-centric 
Institution. Mr. Jacobs-Jenkins says 
he likes writing because he 
expresses his imagination in a 
childlike way. Mr. Jacobs-Jenkins · 
has been writing since the age of 
seven. After four years of writing he 
has finally published his first book. 
He believes that one day he will be 
able to write horror stories. 
First Annual Crystal 
Stairs Awards 
Continued from Front Page 
founded Crystal Stairs, Inc., 
serving thirteen years as 
Executive Director, while also 
creating Emmy Award-winning 
works in children's television 
at NBC. 
Crystal Stairs is one of the 
leaders in the field of child 
development nationwide, and is 
one of the largest private non-
profit child development 
corporations in the state of 
California. From the national 
scope of the Fork-Closure and 
Dolls Projects to the ever day 
heroism of the Child Care Food 
Program, Child Protective 
Services, and GAIN programs. 
DON'T YOU THINK IT'S TIIIE YOU GOT 
ONE??? 
LET WATCHLIGHT PROTECT YOUR 
HOME OR BUSINESS WITH OUR LIMITED 
TIIIE OFFER. 
$CIDOWN 
$0 INSTALLATION 
$0 EQUIPMENT COST 
IIONITOAINQ AGREEMENT REQUIRED 
2 YEARS FOR H0IIE • a YEARS FOR 
BUSINESS 
TtE WATCHUGHT CO. 
AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR 
PROTECTION ONE 
9358 CHAPMAN SUITE l20I 
GARDEN GROVE, CA ta41 
ALARII UC. 2IOI 
(A grandfather clock in every room). 
:, "Wouldn't 
. :gri!t'nd? ,, 
A grand a week 
for 20 years ... 
It's grand just to think about it. Weekly Grand Scratchers. With a little 
luck, you could win $1,000 a week for 20 years. Just think of all the 
grand things you could do every week. You could go on a grand 
tour. Give everyone you know a grand piano or JUSt have yourself 
a grand old time anytime you want. All it takes is $2 and a Weekly Grand 
Scratcher to scratch your way to some grand living. Each Scratcher has 8 chances to win up to 
$2,500 instantly or a chance at the grand prize-a grand a week fo r 20 years. Grand prize 
winners will be announced monthly on "The Big Spin" TV show, be sure to tune in. 
California Lottery 
Scratchers· 
Must be 18 to play. 
Lifestyles 
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South Africa To Receive New Books 
· University of Fort Hare, the 
oldest historically Black college 
in Sub-Saharan Africa, in an 
effort to support higher 
• education for South Africans of 
color. The books, shipped out 
from the Bay Area this week, 
are scheduled to arrive in South 
Africa by mid-September, 
during the University of Fort 
Hare's 80th anniversary. 
Actress CCH Pounder 
California State University, 
Chico, Thirst for Learning 
· Foundation and Artists for a 
New South Africa (ANSA) have 
joined force s to send a large 
shipment of college text, 
reference and library books and 
monographs to South Africa's 
The University of Fort Hare 
has an impressive roster of 
alumni, including President 
Nelson Mandela of South 
Africa, President Robert 
Mugabe of Zimbabwe, Prince 
Minister Dr. Ntsu Mokhehle of 
Lesotho and many other 
prominent political, academic 
and business leaders; more 
current and former African 
heads of state have graduated 
from the University of Fort Hare . 
than from any other African 
University. Yet its prestigious 
· history could not protect it from 
the devastating effects of 
apartheid . The University 
suffered significant set backs 
under the Bantu Education Act 
legislation passed in 1953 which 
prevented Black Africans from 
receiving an education which 
might cause them to aspire to 
positions which they were 
barred · from holding under 
apartheid law. The University's 
focus was rigidly restricted to 
specific areas, such as the 
training of school teachers and 
pastors. Funding and 
infrastructure development were 
severely limited, and State's 
c,ensorship efforts worked to 
suppress intellectual freedom, 
and the open exchange of ideas. 
Since the birth of democracy 
in South Africa, the University 
of Fort Hare had made great 
strides, including the 
development of a soon-to-open 
engineering department, yet 
international support is stiU 
needed to counteract the 
damages of the former regime. 
For example, the University ' s 
1 ibrary possesses a significant 
collection of books from the 
pre-apartheid era, prior to 1948, 
but is lacking in more recent 
publications . It is this need 
which ~he shipment seeks to 
help address. 
Our Bodies Bravo! - New Rules Directed 
Against Teen Smoking 
Ernest Levister, M.O. 
Despite ,all th e ,Jw\itjcal 
bickering and e lection cam-
paign rhetoric , President 
Clinton's approval of Food and 
Drug Administration (FDA) 
rules on smoking is a good 
one. The tobacco industry is 
now being sued by 14 states 
that want to recover the public 
health costs associated with 
disabling and fatal diseases 
linked to cigarette smoking, 
and more are likely to join the 
battle. 
The industry is also poised 
to legally challenge the finding 
by the FDA that cigarettes and 
chewing tobacco are the deliv-
ery sy~tems for a powerfully 
Family Talks 
p 
' Joseph Bailey, II M.O. 
There has been a big debate 
in Richmond, Virginia as to 
' where to put the statue of 
Arthur Ashe, the late great ten-
nis champion . ·Recall that 
Ashe was a dedicated civil 
rights leader after leaving seg-
regated Richmond in 1961. 
Should it be on the grandest 
boulevard , where stand !!Uch 
, towering Civil War "heroes" 
, (and losers) as Robert E. Lee 
' and Stonewall Jackson? 
Whether you decide for or 
' against Ashe's statue alongside 
the statues of Confederate leg-
ends, you are expressing a sen-
ti men t -- "I like/dislike it 
(your feelings) because ... (your 
reason)." 
Sentiments are intellectu-
alized feelings . Compared 
with pure reason or pure feel-
addictive drug, nicotine. 
President Clinton has now 
approved new regulations 
growing out of that finding. 
They aim at dissuading young 
people from becoming smok-
ers. 
The worth of this effort is 
indisputable. The government 
estimates that 3,000 teenagers 
become first -time smokers 
every day meaning more than a 
million a year. Those who 
continue to smoke face a 1-in-3 
chance of dying prematurely. 
Of all legal drugs tobacco hurts 
African-Americans the most. 
Cigarettes kill us at a rate far 
higher than they do members 
of other races. Blacks are ten 
times more likely to develop 
cancer of the esophagus; we 
suffer higher rates of lung can-
cer and heart disease from 
smoking than do Whites. 
Teens living in inner city 
neighborhoods are targeted by 
a disproportionate share of bill-
boards and other advertising. 
Laws prohibiting the sale to 
minors are often ignored by so-
called "mom and pop" grocery· 
and liquor outlets. 
The new ·restrictions seek to 
deglamorize smoking by regu-
lating certain kinds of advertis-
ing and promotions and make 
the purchase of cigarettes for 
those under 18 more difficult. 
No one expects the new rules 
to be a cure-all. Indeed, many 
youngsters will turn to smok-
ing because of the ittc'reased 
"dare factor." But the hope is 
that a substantial percentage of 
young people will, in fact, con-
clude that taking up smoking is 
an expensive and ultimately 
self-destructive indulgence, 
one they can--do without. 
Dr. Levister welcomes read-
er mail concerning their body 
but regrets that he is unable to 
answer individual letters . 
Your letter will be incorporat-
ed into the co lumn as space 
permits. You may direct your 
letters to Dr. Levister in care 
of Black Voice News, P.O. Box 
1581, Riverside, CA 92502 
Sentiments 
ings, sentiments are our most 
common expressions . They 
have the greatest impact on 
guiding us through life. Notice 
what you experience when you 
think of such sentiment words 
as "commitment", "loyalty", 
and "friendship". Most people 
have the experience of deep-
seated feelings being up-front 
and with rational thoughts in 
the background. Also, com-
p~ed with feelings of pleasant-
ness or unpleasantness, senti-
ments have more of a rich full-
ness effect on us. 
The word "Sentiment" 
comes from old French Sentir, 
to feel. However, different 
sentiments have different pro-
portions of feelings in relation 
to thought. Typically, there are 
more feelings in attitudes than 
in opinions, and more feelings 
in opinions than in beliefs. 
Opinions, the most common 
form of sentiments, are conclu-
sions we choose to make 
because they seem probably 
true. "Probable" starts at 51 %. 
Thus, our chance for being 
wrong in expressing our opin-
ions can be at least be 49%! 
When we add the qualifier 
"seem", then our opinions can 
conceivably be 100% wrong!!! 
This often happens if we are 
consciously or unconsciously 
exaggerating or base our opin-
ions on imaginations we 
believe to be true. If our opin-
ions come from truth or logic, 
they have a much greater 
chance of being correct. 
The word "belief' derives 
from the sense of "holding 
dear", like it really belongs to 
us. Beliefs pertain mainly to 
information .about people, 
objects and issues. We can be 
as correct· or incorrect about 
beliefs as we can be about 
opinions. Both may come 
from a loving or non-loving 
heart. These points are impor-
tant for personal growth or to 
improve reasoning skills. Inci-
dentally, Ashe 's statue was 
placed on Monument Avenue 
with the confederate icons. 
Keep in mind his message of 
children, knowledge and dis-
cipline. 
NOTE: Please address 
comments to: 399 ·E. Highland 
Avenue, Suite 501, San 
Bernardino, CA 92404 
You Can Get the Black Voice News at Our Newsstands 
Located Th.roughout the Inland Empire 
In this first collaborative 
effort between .the 
aforementioned American 
organizations, the College of 
Behavioral and Social Sciences 
at California State University, 
Chico donated 37,000 pounds of 
University bo~ks, collected by 
former College Dean Jim 
Haehn. Professor John Ebeling 
alerted Thirst for Learning of 
the books'' availability, who' in 
turn contacted Artists for a New 
South Africa (ANSA) to 
propose the project. 
Several ANSA board 
members , including actress 
Alfre Woodard, screenwriter 
Roderick Spencer, public 
relations specialist Marlene 
Sareizlg, and executive director 
Sharon Gelman, had visited the 
University of Fort Hare in 
November of 1995, and were 
impressed by the vibrancy of 
the institution, and were hoping 
to find a tangible way to assist 
in its rebuilding. ANSA 
contacted Dawn Zain, Director 
of Development and Pub lic 
Affairs of the University of Fort 
Hare, to confirm the 
University's interest, and the 
project was underway 
Thirst for Learning 
Foundation is a non-profit 
organization founded in 1993 .to 
help struggling schools in 
Africa. Prior to this shipment, 
Thirst for Learning's primary 
• •,•··· 
focus had been book shipments 
to Eritrea (Africa's newest 
nation) which is recovering from 
a devastating 30-year war. 
ANSA, a non-profit 
organization of artists and 
entertainment indus try 
professionals committed to a 
dep10cratic society in South 
Africa with equal rights and 
opportunity for all, was founded 
in 1989 by Alfre Woodard, 
Danny Glover, Blair 
Underwood, Mary Steenburgen, 
CCH Pounder and other 
concerned artists and activists to 
support the struggle against 
apartheid. 
During a reception hosted by the National Association for the Advancement of C.olored People (NAACP) during its recent 
annual convention, Miller Brewing Company was among four companies cited by the organiz.ation for providing continuous and 
outstanding support. NAACP president Kweisi Mfume (left) and chainnan Myrlie Evers (right) are pictured here presenting the 
association's corporate exhibitor's award to noel Hankin, Miller's director of ethnic marketing. For the second straight year, 
Miller sponsored the NAACP's convention concert, which featured performances by the Whispers and Ramsey Lewis. 
1 
Proceeds from ~ event benefiied ,the national organization. 
Ford Aerostar 
*PEP 402A 
•3.0l EFI V-6 Engine 
•AutX>matic Overdrive 
•Power Steering 
-Driver Ait Bag 
•Air Conditioning 
•Power Brakes With Rear Wheel Anti-lock 
-Eleetronlc AM'FM Stereo 
•7-Passenger Seadng with Dual Captain's 
Chairs 
•Interval Wipers 
Ford Broncos 
*PEP 686 
•5.0L EFI V-8 Engine 
-Electronlc 4-Speed Automatic Transml1Slon 
•Power Steering 
•4-Wheel And-lock Brakes 
•Driver Air Bag 
•Air Conditioning 
•Speed Control/Tilt Steering 
-Cloth Captain's Chairs with Power Lumbar 
•Rear Window defroster 
•Privacy Glass 
•Interior EnhancemenVIJght Group 
•Tachometer 
•interval Wipers 
•Deep Dish Forged Aluminum Wheels 
•Rear Cargo light 
-Overhead Console 
-cab Steps 
-carpeted Floor Mats 
l 
Ford 
Credit 
J 
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Business Directory 
The Black Voice News 
Professional Legal Assistance 
WE COME TO YOU 
Uncontested Divorce 
Eviction Services 
Chapter 7 Bankrputcy 
Collect Back Child Support 
Stop Wage Garnishments . 
Answer Complaints 
Living Trusts 
Restraining Orders 
Unlawful Detainers 
Enforce judgements 
Name Changes 
Typing Services 
Resumes 
Business Letters 
Call Us Today 
(909) 247-5105 
FREE CONSULTATION WITH THIS CERTIFICATE 
A[D)VA~CC~ PAlFlAl~GAl 
S~lFlV~CC~S 
7 Days 
A Week 
23318 Olivewood Plaza By 
Drive, Suite E Appointment 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 Only 
United Martial Arts 
LEARN From Quality 
Instructors 
A Family Martial Arts 
Fitness Club 
3761 Van Buren #F (Cross 
Street Magnolia • In the 
Arlington Center Bldg.) 
Call for Appointment and 
Free Class 
687-9000 
THE BOUTIQUE 
Women's 
fashion clothing 
African Apparel 
Lingerie, Gloves and Hats 
After Five Wear 
Small to Full Figure 
(909) 247-0553 for details 
KC CUn'OM TAILORING & 
DJISIGN 
Serving the 
Mission Inn District 
& Inland Empire 
For Men & Women 
By: Frederick K.C. McDowell 
3595-1/2 University Ave. 
Entrance on Orange 
Riverside, CA 92502 
(909) 784-LION (5466) 
9 am tr - . vveekdays 
12:00 to 5 weekends 
KARS-YES~ 
STACY D. AMBROSE 
Sales 
-, 
"I Will Work Hard For You!" 
· 8341 Indiana Ave. • Riverside, CA 92504 ······ 
Voice Maff 909-424-6753 909/353-2277 ext. 16 • Fax 909/353-2298 
Do you have 1 to 250 Employees? 
I 
Does your business need improving? 
Do you need management 
development? 
Do you need to build a team? 
Does your business have a strategic 
survey? 
How about a customer service survey? 
Let us show you how to survive the 90's, 2000 and 
Facilitators & Implementors 
29589 Cara Way 
Temecula, CA 92591 -3773 
beyond 
Carla Stalling 
909-676-3564 
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NOW ALSO LOCATED 
IN THE TOWN CATE 
MALL MORENO 
VALLEY AT 
BIBBS BOOKS AND CALLERY 
(Next to Louisiana Seafood) 
Come See The New Line of Black Books!!! 
Available at BROWN'S books 
I NOVA INSTITUTE 
OF HEAL TH TECHNOLOGY 
ONTARIO CAMPUS 
Before You Enroll in ANY 
Training Program ... 
Compare NOVA's 
✓ Cost ✓ Placement ✓ Reputation 
Acts Of 
Faith 
[F~[1[1 ©@MOO®~® OO@WY/ [F@OOrMrnoo@ 
• Medical Assisting - 6-9 mos. 
• Reg. Dental Asst. - 9 mos. 
• X-Ray Technician (LTD Permit) - 9-18 mos. 
• CNA/HHA Nursing - 6 mos. 
• Med. Insur. Billing - 6-9 mos. 
• Massage Therapy - 9 mos. 
• AA Degrees (Medical Office Management) - 9-18 mos. 
JTPA/Financial Aid Available For Qualified Applicants 
Morning • Afternoon • Evening Classes 
Call Admissions 
909-984-5027 
Dr. Lloyd B. Walker 
TRI-STAR : 
Family Dental Centre 
General Dentistry 
Dental Lab On Premises 
Same Day Repair 
Most Insurance Accepted 
Children & Seniors 
Thursday, September 12, 1996 
Beauty, Barber and Nail 
Salon 
5563 Suite C 
Mission Blvd. 
Riverside, CA 92509 
Appt. Call (909) 274-9391 
COUNSELING & 
PSYCHOTHERAPY 
Jewel Carter Thompson, LCSW 
"Someone Who Cares" 
5015 Canyon Crest Drive Suite 106 • Riverside, CA 92507 
Owners Eddie Green 
Nathaniel Ross (909) 424-2229 
Evening • Weekend Appointments 
Celebrating 
Life 
The 
Black 
West 
Down Home Soul 
. Cooking at its Best! 
Smothered Short Ribs Collard Greens 
Barbecue Ribs Mustard Greens 
Meat Loaf Yams 
Ox Tails Macaroni & Cheese 
Smothered Pork Chops Peach Cobbler 
Fried Chick~n Lemon Meringue 
Hours: 
Mon-Thurs 10:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. 
Fri-Sat 7:00 a.m. to 10 p.m. 
Sunday 7:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. 
Location: 
14051 Indian Street 
Moreno Valley, CA 
(909) 485-6444 
License 
#LCS16424 
Soul 
Mates 
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Fashions By 
"••'-'• 
.,. ......... 
Dr. Robert Williams 
Exquisite Africancentric 
African Design 
· Created for Women & 
Men 
(909) 884-7474 * (800) 40-WANDA 
Ray Aston 
Owner/Operator 
(909) 875-1299 
Call For Your Appointment Today! 
Hours: M, T, TH, F: 9-6 P.MJ 
W:10-7 P.MJ SAT: By Appointment 
McDonald's Mission 
Grove Plaza 
221 E. Alessandro Blvd. 
Riverside, CA 92508 
······················ ............ . 
106 North Euc~iyp~s·,-··Ri~Ito," ·cA·· .. (C.oi~ei··~i"ifi;ito··A~-~~j"" (909) 780-7470 Fax: (909) 780-7471 
' 
Bank owned 
properties, HUD - 1 l 
VA ' ' 
Riverside Offia. 
4129 Ma.in. St. 
Vic. torviffe Offiu 
15402 W. Sa9f St. 
Lillie Woolfolk 
Priced to Sell 
New homes in 
Fontana as little as 
$3,00 down Hud's 11 1 
$2,000 down all of , ! 
San Bernardino · ' 
County. 
Su.itt 200 
,River.side, CA 92501 
(909) .369-0272 
Suitt 103 
Vic.torvif(e, CA 92392 
(619) 241-0889 Call Toll Free 
1-888-LILLIE-W 
, The. Roots of Africa 
" ~ 
Sfv«c~ ut. 
* Authentic Artifacts from-Africa 
* Handcrafted Jewelry 
by Stephanie' Andrews 
. 't/,uhu • ()(4 • (3-au. 
320 N. "E" Street, Suite 1 00C 
San Bernardino, CA 92401 
Hours M-F 10-6 
Sat. Appt. only . 
Phone: (909) 381 -3382! 
Providing Legal Needs: 
Dowe, QuaiC & Barn.es 
Atto At L 
l\·1-,111,1! l!q:trr • ,\ll'd1Ct1l \!,ii ,,,,1, lltt' • r/dn \!i11.>1.' l.n11' • ,\,\/ • ft1t111(i· l.11\\' • / Jtw ,i ,' • 
C11,t,i.l_1•, S11p)'<'rl • C11t1rti1,111;/11p • l'll l 'tl :t lll f tl\\ ' • (\111t1tlCl !)1.,)':l t.' , 
/udyr l'ro Trm • ,\rf1ttr,1t.1, • r,,n11cr /l,•r11t1· / lt , trt, l \tt,1111, I • JZ,·!11,,tn,·t! ,\11, .,, 
"Sen1ing the Co1111111111i~r trith Quality Care and bpert Sen'ice. • 
1, - - ----'>., 
r . , . 23080 D-220 Ah~mlm BIHi • .\lmeoo \ ;ollq-. CA (909) 656-4131 
CRESCENT 
CITY CREOLE 
RtsTA.URANT 
• Immigration • Divorce 
• D.U.l's • Real Estate 
• Landlord/Tenant Dispute *Personal Injury 
• Criminal Defense • Bankruptcy 
Call: 
The Law Offices of 
Anthony Igwemezie 
320 North "E" Street 
Blouses ....................... : •... .. $2.50 Ne,t to Garbe Rose 
Laundry Shirts ······ ········ ••'••··$1.25 , :g anclDonJose E i 
IPat $ · ~,..,,,..--::Pt 2 8 
' s ~ts . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . 2.25 . .! L><I a 1 
Ul S •••••••·•••• ...... ••••••.,•• ••• •• .$5.25 Alessandro 
Dresses ..................... ; ........ $5.00 
SPECIAL 
DRAPERY 
Per Pleat Lined 
9 9 ,It TAKE DOWN & ~REHAGEIITTIA 
.5250 Arlington Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92504 
or 
9395 Monte Vista Ave. 
Montclair, CA 91763 
Hours: Monday-Thursday 
11 :00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m. 
Friday: 11:00 a.m. -10:00 p.m. 
Saturday: 4:00 p.m .. - 10:00 p.m. 
(909) 351-6934 
(Riverside) 
(909) 482-0566 
(Montclair) 
Banquet facilities availa~le for any occasion. 
San Bernardino, CA 92401 
(909) 381-3398 
(909) 381-0947 
(909) 341-8930 
FAX (909) 341-8932 
Samuel E. Dey, Jr., M.D. 
Diplomat, American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology 
Added Qualifications in Geriatric Psychiatry 
General & Geriatric Psychiatry 
Member Black Psychiatrists of America 
(Silk X-tra) ',, f ( I qt,_ T t fl I,•, r; PLANT 
ON PREMISES Must present coupon with incoming orders, not valid wilh olher offara. 
0Nt·: DAY CtEANINC Sl:RVICI: • 0Nt: l)AY AITERATION Sl · l{\'IC.T 
MASTl· R TAILOR ON SIT!: 
Fabrics & Tuxedos 
• !Baptism• • ~.~ • 9ouun • !:Aorm • c::llfu,ail.oru • Etc. 
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK* SUNDAY APPOINTMENTS ONLY 
MONDAY THAU FRIDAY 10-6 * SATURDAY 10-5 
' 
r--------------------------, : Fresh Inventory .· .. : _ 
1 A . . D ·1 ti; 1 : rr1v1ng a1 y i;'(,.~..-,, • 
:SO% OFF ! 
I 
IALL CLOTHING 1 
:25% OFF , 
Antiques I 
~L OTIIER ITEMS Collectables t, 1 Must Present Coupon °0 I Historical Mission Inn) 1 B Clothing I 
Office Hours 3400 C • . ~', RI Id C I argain Thrift Housewares I entral Avenue #310 vers e, A 92504, (909) 682-0153 I I .~ 3765 Mission Ave. (One Block from The I B ks 1 By Appointment Riverside, CA 92506 . ..' I 4850 Jackson Street, Riverside, CA. Furniture 1 
-~------..;...---------JL __________________ _Jl~-~-:·:.. ___ ....;.......;_,_..;,;;.;~--=---.J~L:-:.:-:-~-::-~~~;:~-------!~:~!~-J 
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Mable Kearne, ·Ulslonar, Receives YWCA ·Award 
• By Cheryl Brown 
• Black \ibice News 
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The Black Entertainment & 
Sports Lawyers Association 
(BESLA) will hold their 16th 
annual conference, October 30 -
November 3, 1996 at the Marriott 
CasaMagna Hotel, In Puerto 
Vallarta, Mexico. 
• 
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With the consistency in attending school, her were married. She was a divorcee with one 
grades were tops. By eighteen years of age, child and they had ten children together. 
she was graduating as the valedictorian of In 1962, they followed her mother to 
her class. Perris, Ca_ Mrs. Kearney says times were 
Mrs. Kearney didn't want to stop there · lean but they trusted in God and persevered. 
even though her aunt was urging her to come The good thing was they had numbers. Mrs. 
to California She felt she wanted to finish Kearney tells the story of how and why she 
her Cosmetology classes. Mrs. Gay came to has to complete a museum in Perris. 
California when she heard there were live-in It all began when Mrs. Kearney admired 
jobs talcing care of families after the Japanese some unusual screen doors on a house across 
were interned in camps. A year later after · the street from where she lived on 7th and 
living and working at the,,school, Mrs. "F' Street. The house was condemned and 
Kearney moved to Los Angeles. she called the owner and told her she would 
It was the same aunt who introduced her tear it down for $25. The owner took her up 
to her husband. "I knew about _my future on it and Mrs. Kearney her family including 
husband Charles William Kearney for a year eight boys tore it down and placed the wood 
before I met him," said Mrs. Kearney. They in her yard The screen doors were put away 
still had never met "But one night my aunt safely wajting for the day she could finish 
woke me up and said she had company. I her house and put doors up. 
had no idea it could be this fine Black man. I Then it hit, she was told that the house 
know I was going to have a hard time telling she tore down was the first Black church in 
this man goodbye," she said. In 1948, they Perris. It was the chw-ch she belongs to, First 
~ :. 
Mrs. Kearney and her husbMd Charles l<eame)t 
Missionary Baptist '1 felt so bad, what had I 
done?" said Mrs. Kearney. She tried to 
make up for it She knew she could not keep 
the screen doors and after some time had 
passed, she had the doors refurbished and 
donated to the Perris Museum where they 
remain. 
That still hasn't satisfied Mrs. Kearney. 
· She thought everyday about what they had 
done. In 1979, it became clear to her what 
she needed to do. She went to a NCNW 
Convention in Washington D.C., she met Dr. 
Dorothy Height and John Johnson of Ebony 
Magazine and she saw the newly restored 
Bethune House. "I was convinced I could 
rectify my mistake. I could build a museum 
in Perris. I had the land, all I needed was a 
building." Her own house where they raised 
eleven children had been torn down. '1be 
next thing was to sell my husband on the 
idea," she said. He thought she was crazy. 
But she told him, ' 'I'll let you make the 
should contact BESLA, do RJP, at 
202-965-9659 or 1-800-997-2855. 
If you are interested in obtaining 
information about the Black 
Fntertainment and Sports Lawyers 
Association, contact them at: 8 
Continental Plaza, 85 Lakeview 
Drive, Suite 452; Gibbsboro, NJ 
08026; (609) 753-1221; (609) 753-
1411-fax.. For further information, 
please contact Kenneth R. 
Reynolds, (213) 938-2364. · 
decision, go down in history as a wise man 
that built a museum or a foolish man that · 
tore down a church," she said. He chose the 
latter. 
Kearney has had to sacrifice. On just a 
small amount of money and donations, she 
has moved a house on the lot and it has been 
beautifully restored. Rick Moss, interim 
director for the Cal. Afro American Museum 
is donating time to set the museum up. The 
C ity of Perris has been magnificently 
supportive. Benson Architects donated the 
plans. The Re-development Agency helped 
and a list of people helped to make the 
dream a reality, they are: 1st Congressional 
Church, Ascension B. Tories, Sr. and Jr., 
Arthur Sanches, Sr. and Jr., Frank's Real 
Estate, Louis Strange, City of Perris Bldg. 
and Safety Dept, Rev. Marvin Brown, Perris 
Elementary School District, Doug Chapman, 
Forms and Images, Larry Strahm, Lillian 
Jeffries, Lorraine Stokes of Southern 
California Edison, Benson Architecture, 
Julian Sandoval, Floyd Johnson, Elijah 
Allen, Jessie Washington, Jonan Benjamin, 
Perris Union High School District, Ability 
House Movers, Ben Sauter, Oneil Cannon, 
Wendell Collins. It is because of the dream 
and the dreamer that the museum will 
officially open November 16, 1996. 
The museum is named for former slave 
Dora Nelson, a member of the first Black 
family who came to Perris. She is also the 
founder of First Missionary Baptist Chw-ch 
in Perris, founded under a Chinabeny tree in 
front of her house on 6th and "F' Street. 
Mrs. Kearney feels she now will get the 
credit she is due after all these years. 
Mrs. Kearney will also get her due. The 
YWCA will recognize Mrs. Kearney, Ms. 
Julie Bornstein, President Public Project 
Coordinator, Ms. Debra Burr, CPNPartner, 
Fox & Burr, CPA's, Ms. Kathleen Gonzales, 
Asst. City Attorney, Riverside, Ms. Carolyn 
Wylie, Superintendent, RC.OE. Specialist 
at a luncheon on September 18, 1996. 
While this year's conference 
highlights are varied, Conference 
Co-Chair Monique Reid Benyhill 
is quite pleased with the panel, 
Women in Sports and 
Entertainment. " I don't think 
enough attention is given to the 
progress women have made in 
sports and entertainment over the 
last few years. People are 
recognizing the significant 
"Women In Sports and 
Entertainment" panel will include 
Sally Suchil, Senior VP, General 
Counsel and Secretary of Spelling 
Entertainment Group, Inc., 
(Spelling), Karen Randall, Senior 
VP and General Counsel, MCA, 
Inc. , Maria Perez, Executive 
Producer of Gullah, Gullah Island, 
currently the #1 rated pre-school 
show on Nickelodeon, Christia 
Alou, A.C. Sports, Leah 
Wilcox,V.P Talent Relations, 
National Basketball Assoc., and 
Gwen Irby, General Manager, 
Perspective Records. 
Let Us Invest In Your Future 
Monique Reid Berryhill 
contributions we've made over the The Black Entertainment and 
years", states Berryhill. "The Sports Lawyers Association is a 
,.,,..,=-=----......,,...-----,,,,,...,--------------non-profit organization providing N i S Sa n 'S 8 I a Ck CO 11 e g es and scholarships to law students 
interested in entertainment and 
Universities Summer Institute sports law. Its membership 
;~/t i :·::!:•::. 
· ·,fi,e "1995 Nissan-HBCU (Historical College's and 
Universities) Summer Institute Fellows participated in a faculty 
development program at Northwestern University's J.L. Kellogg 
Gra~uate School of ~anagement. The focus of the week-long 
Institute was strategic consumer marketing. The Nissan-HBCU 
Summer Institute provides HBCU business faculty with the 
opportunity to attend professional workshops and lectures to help 
enrich curriculums at HBCUs. The Institute, sponsored by Nissan 
North America, was founded in 1989 and is the only program of its 
kind dedicated to HBCU faculty. 
I,,,,,.· Jll 
\ .............. . 
f/ --~ :,:,f·::.<:,"'· 
Jerry Florence (2nd from left), vice president of brand and consumer 
marketing, Nissan Motor Corporation, discussed corporate social 
responsibility with several 1996 Nissan-HBCU Summer Institute 
Fellows. 
comprises over 440 attorneys and 
other industry professionals 
representing some of the nation's 
most successful entertainers and 
sports figures. 
Anyone intere,sted in 
attending this year's conference 
Tired of the Rest 
Try Me! 
I'm the Best 
Willie Radford 
Nobody Turned Away, I 
Help Buyers With: 
Bankruptcies * Collections * 
Slow Pays * Low Down 
Payment * No Down 
Payment* FHA - VA- Bank 
Repo's 
Sell your home faster, we're 
No. 1 in Moreno Valley 
Free Market Analysis * MLS 
Listing Advertising 
' l 
t 
(909) 242-4154 or (909) 
715-6788 Voice Mail 
,.,. 
Rex A. Jackson 
Owner 
• Retirement Planning 
• Investment_ Planning AVAILABLE: 
• Estate ·Planning , Stocks, Bonds, 
Mutual Funds and 
Advisory Services • College Planning 
• T~x Planning 
"Our Commitment is to 
our Clients" 
To Enhance Your· Retirement Years ... 
Call Me Now! 
' Workshops and Seminars for financial 
planning 
Call for schedules 
225 \V. Hospitality Lane. Suite 314 ::, San Bernardino, CA 92408 
l-800-343-1861 ::: (909) 884-5519 FAX: (909) 884-8059 
\' 
. . 
t I 
I 
• < 
: ,i °' 
.Religion 
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New Joy Celebrates 7th Anniversary 
Pastor Paul S. Munford 
New Joy Baptist Church 
By Cheryl Brown 
Black Voice News 
When Rev. Paul S. Munford and members of 
New Joy organized, they did so with a vision from 
God. For the first seven years, they met at Kansas 
Avenue Seventh Day Adventist Church and in three 
separate facilities before building and moving into 
I REFRESHING SPRING TEMPLE Church of God In Christ 
2883 Mission Inn Avenue 
Aiverside. CA 92507 
(909) 784-0860 
''fl place whtlm all mov cOf'fltl and btJ mfrtlshed" 
Pastor Bobby A. Davis 
BETHEL A.M.E CHURCH 
16262 Baseline Ave. 
Fontana, CA 92335 
(909)350-9401 
SUNDAY SERVICES 
Morning Service 8:00 a.m. 
Sunday School 
Sunday Service 
Women In Prayer 
After Sunday Serive 
Prayer Meeting 
Wednesday 
Bible Study 
Wednesday 
9:45 a.m. 
10:45 a.m. 
7:00p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
CATHEDRAL 
OF PRAISE 
2591 Rubidoux 
Riverside, CA 
(909) 369-8742 . 
Craig W. Johnson Pastor 
WEEKLY SERVICES 
Sundop 
Morning Worship 
Evening Worship 
Tu•sdop 
Bible Study 
Frldov 
11 :OOa.m. 
7:00p.m . . 
7:00p.m. 
Evangelistic Service 7:30p.m. 
Rev. Morris Buchanan 
ScHEDULE OF SERVICES 
Sunday Praise Service 4:00 
p.m. 
Pastor 
Craig W. Johnson 
/ 
' 
A NEW SETTING: New Joy Baptist Church, located at 5694 Jurupa Avenue, Riverside, CA 
the beautiful edifice on Jurupa Avenue in Riverside. 
They saved and had a successful building fund, 
but they were also financed by American Baptist 
Convention . On June 30, 1996, Dr. E.V. Hill and 
thirty ministers helped dedicate the church. The 
church was full , the count was in the neighborhood 
of 650 people. 
The church has a beautiful interior, with cozy 
spaces for small group Bible studies and Sunday 
School classes. One room has a fireplace. The main 
sanctuary seats 700 people but the way the alcoves 
are situated the seating capacity can be increased by 
adding chairs. The pulpit area is very open with the 
baptismal in the choir area and there is a motorized 
screen that will allow for teaching or showing videos 
. ~ ~ 
or movies.• 
The church focuses on the needs of the body. 
Pastor Munford leads with the faith of a mustard 
seed. 
This Sunday will culminate the celebration of 
the Seventh Anniversary of the Church. 
September 15, 1996, Dr. David Hurst a very 
dynamic speaker with a Ph.D in Pastoral Counseling 
will be the 10:15 a.m. morning speaker. At 4:00 
p.m., Dr. H.L. Ferrell, choir and the congregation of 
Grace Baptist Church in San Diego will lead the 
service, along with other invited guests. 
To kick off the anniversary last Sunday, a great 
time was had when Bishop C.E. Simmons choir and 
congregation were· the special guests. What a time! 
What a time! Bishop Simmons is Pastor of Mt. 
Calvary Holy Church of Indio. 
This special year is of great meanin~ and 
encouragement to this young, but faithful and 
dedicated congregation, a Church that took as if it 
were the substance of seven loaves and a few small 
fish and stepped but on faith to build. The reality of 
their labor is evidenced by the beautiful edifice at 
5694 Jurupa Avenue in the City of Riverside. 
"New Joy extends a cordial welcome to the 
community and surrounding area to come share 
these services with us. Come and be blessed," said 
Pastor Munford. For further information contact 
(909) 779-0088 - Church Office. 
Breakthrough 
Church Of God In Cfuist 
14340 Elsworth St. 
Moreno Valley, CA 
(Services being held at New Wme Church) 
Life Church Of 
God In Christ 
Weekly Order Of Service 
Wednesday Night ••...••....• 
Prayer . . . . .. . .. . .. . 7:30 p.m. 
Bible Study . . . . . . . . . 8:00 p.m. 
Friday Night ............... . 
Prayer . ............. 7:30 p.m. 
Evangelistic Service , .. 8:00 p.m. 
Sunday ................... . 
Worship Service ............. . 
Innvocation . .... , , ... 12:00 p.m. 
Rev. Williams 
AMOS TEMPLE 
2008 Martin Luther King, Blvd. 
Stratton Center -Temp. Location 
Riverside, CA 92507 
P.O. Box 55010, Riverside, CA 92517 
(909) 683-1567 
Worship Services 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Worship 10:30 a.m. 
Prayer and Bible Study 
(1800 Chicago, Riverside #Gll) 
Wednesday 6:30 p.m. 
' 
' 
3349 Rubidoux-Boulevard 
Riverside, CA 92509 
(909) 684-LIFE 
WEEKLY SERVICES 
Sunday 
Early Worship Service 
Mid-Morning Worship 
Evening Worship 
8:00am 
11:00 am 
7:00 pm 
• • • • • • • 
Come to Life . .. Wednesday 
Pastoral Teaching 7:30pm it will change yours! 
Friday 
Evangelistic Service 
Prayer: Tuesday-Friday 6:00 pm, 12 
7:30 pm noon, 7:00 pm 
ST. PAUL AFRICAN 
METHODIST EPISCOPAL 
CHURCH 
1355 W. 21st. Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(909)887-1718 
Sunday Worship 
Services 8:00 a.m. 
lla.m. 
9:30 a.m. Sunday School 
Wednesday 
Bible Study 7:00 p.m. Rev. Charles Brooks 
Lily Of The Valley 
Church Of God In Christ 
200 Oasis Rd. 
Sunday · 
Palm Springs, CA 92262 
(619) 325-1779 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11:15 a.m. 
Y.P.W.W. 6:00 p.m. 
Evening Worship 7:00 p.m. 
Tuesday 
Christian Education 7:00 p.m. 
Wednesday 
Choir Rehearsal 7:00 p.m. 
Thursday 
Pastor Jerry E. Johnson 
Sr. 
Our Motto: 
Evangelist Service 7:00 p.m, LOV in action, shows up better 
than LOV spoken 
\, 
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Questions 
& Answers 
"What Does Deuteronomy 
22:5 Mean?" 
News4 at 9:45 a.m. Bible Inst. 101, 103 & 106. At 11 a.m. 
Financial Mgmt. and 
Budgeting classes. Be 
Retreat. Talk with Sis. Barbara 
jenkins, at 873-8456. Enjoy a 
time of fellowship and 
blessings for only $55.00 
registration and attendance. 
Dr. Reginald Woods 
QUESTION: Dear Pastor 
Woods; What does Deuterono-
my 22:5 mean? 
Anonymous 
ANSWER: Deuteronomy 
22:5 states "A woman shall not 
wear anything that pertains to a 
man, nor shall a man put on a 
woman's garment, for all whp 
do so are an abomination to the 
Lord your God." (The word 
'abomination' means detestful 
or shameful). 
We must always assess 
God's purpo'se for making a 
statement. It's simple. God 
wants men to be men, and 
women to be women. Take for 
example: There is no reason 
for a man to wear a bra. Bras 
are items designed for women. 
Understanding that different 
cultures have different stan-
dards it would be confusing for 
a man to wear a dress here in 
the United States. It is a wrong 
spirit that makes men desire to 
look like women and vice 
versa. You have to look at the 
spirit in which it is done. 
This verse is NOT saying 
that women cannot wear pants. 
Pants are customarily in the 
United States worn by men and 
women. Someone would have 
to "stretch" this scripture to say 
that its stating that women 
New Beginnings 
Community Baptist 
Church 
Servlees held at: Kansas Avenue 
S.O.A.. _Church 
4491 Kansas Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 653-3775 
WEEKLY SERVICES 
Sunday Service 10 a.m. 
James B. Ellis, Jr., Sr. Pastor 
Albert Riley, Assistant Pastor 
Morning Worship 11 a.m. Mailing Address: 
Tuesday Prayer Meeting & 
Bible Study 7 p.m. 
P.O. Box 430, Moreno Valley, 
CA 92556 
The Ultimate in Gospel Music 
presents 
HIGHWAY To HEAVEN WITH REV. LEROI LACEY 
SUNDAY- FRIDAY AT 6 PM 
• • ,d and 
INSPIRATIONS ACROSS AMERICA GOSPEL MUSIC 
COUNTDOWN - THURSDAYS Ar 9 PM 
call 
(909) 688-1570 
FONTANA 
Fontana Juniper Ave. SDA 
7347 Juniper Ave. 
Ivan Williams, Pastor 
Fontana, Ca 
(909) 822-4349 
MORENO VALLEY 
Perris Valley 
United Methodist Church 
Rev. Edward Hawthorne 
Masonic Lodge 
21400 Johnson Ave. 
Mead Valley, CA 
Church School: 10 am 
Worship Service: 11 am 
RIVERSIDE 
Antioch Missionary Baptist 
Pastor Phillip Scott 
7547 Emerald Street, Riverside 
(909) 688-7872 
Sunday Schoof 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11 :00 a.m. 
Koinonia Community Church 
Carl M. Legardy, Pastor 
3361 Chicago Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 686-7915 
ORDER OF SERVICES 
Bible Institute 
Morning Worship 
Weekly bible Study 
9:30 a.m. 
10:45 p.m. 
Tuesday: 7:00 p.m. 
Women's Fellowship !st & 3rd 
Thursday 7:00 p.m. 
Spiritual Growth 
Church Of God In Christ 
YWCA 8172 Magnolia Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92504 
9909) 352-2109 
Elder David C. Richardson, Pastor 
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Worship: 11 :00 a.m. 
Kansas Ave. SDA Church 
Jesse Wilson, Pastor 
4491 Kansas Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 682-9810 
Saturday Service 
Song Service 
Sabbath School 
Church Service 
Adventist Youth 
Mt. Moriah Baptist 
Rev. Willie Chambers, Jr. 
18991 Marioposa St. 
Riverside, CA 92508 
(909) 780-2240 
Sunday Services 
Prayer of Consecration 
Sunday School 
Devotion & Worship 
BYPU (1st) 
Evening 
9:15 a.m. 
9:30a.m. 
11:00 a.m. 
9:00 a.m. 
9:30 a.m. 
10:45 a.m. 
5:30 p.m. 
6:00 p.m. 
Park Avenue Baptist Church 
Rev. Campbell, Pastor 
1910 Pennsylvania Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 684-8782 
Sunday Service 
Round Table Prayer 
Sunday school 
Morning Worship 
Baptist Training 
Evening Worship 
(Wednesday 
Teachers Meeting 
The Powerhouse COGIC 
Rev. McDowell 
2843 11th St. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909)684-6923 
Worship Services 
Sunday School 
Morning Service 
Evening Service 
Tuesday Bible Study 
General Service 
Friday 
Refreshing Spring Temple 
2883 Mission Inn Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 784-0860 
Elder Bobby A. Davis, Pastor 
9:20 a.m. 
9:30 a.m. 
10:50 a.m. 
6:00 p.m. 
6:00 p.m. 
9:30 a.m. 
11 :30 a.m. 
6:30 p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
7:30 p.m. 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Sunday Morning Worship 11 :00 a.m. 
YPWW 6:00 p.m. 
Sunday Evening Worship 7:00 p.m. 
Bible Study, Tuesday 7:00 p.m. 
Evangelistic Service, Fri. 7:30 p.m. 
should not wear pants. The key 
issue in this passage is that men 
should be men and women 
should be women. Any cloth-
ing that confuses one's charac-
ter should be avoided. 
If you have a question that 
you would like answered, 
write: Dr. Reginald L. Woods, 
Life Changing Ministries, P.O. 
.Box 9778, .San Bernardino, 
CA 92427-9778 
Visit a 
Church·of 
' .. your choice. 
Tell them 
you saw 
them in 
Black Voice 
News 
SECOND BAFnST CHURCH 
2911 Ninth St. 
Riverside, CA 92502 
(909) 684-7532 
Sunday Seroces 
Early Morning Worship .......... 7:45 a.m. 
Sunday School ........ · ................ 9:00 a.m. 
Mid-Morning Worship .......... 10:15 a.m. 
Nursery Open ........................ 10:15 a.m. 
Wednesdta Services 
Prayer Services ...................... 7:00 p.m. 
Bible Study ............................ 7:45 p.m. 
"Second ill Name, First ill Lo~" 
Pulpit 'N 
Pews 
By Mary Anderson 
• Sept. Nites, New Life Mis-
sionary Bapt. Church, 1322 N. 
Medical Center Dr., S.B. pastored 
by Rev. Elijah Solomon Singletary 
presents "Gospel Time" on T.V. 
Channel Three each Tues. and Fri. 
evening at 8 p.m .. Listen and be 
blessed. 
• Sept. Prayers, All who 
know the worth of prayer are 
asked to fervently do so for 
Sister Valerie Turner, wife of 
Temple M.B. Church's Pastor, 
Ray Turner and Dr. LeMar 
Foster, Sr., husband of Sis . 
J3etty J. Foster of New Hope 
M.B. Church. 
•Sept.21st, New Life Bible 
Institute classes resume at 8:30 
a.m. Bible Inst. 102, 104 and 
Pastor T. Elsworth 
Gantt, II 
"'----~-------------------u 
Newly Organized 
The Living Word Baptist 
Theme: 
Heaven" 
Church 
Rev. F.D. Bullock 
3431 Mt. Vernon Ave 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 788-9218 
"Endeavoring to Increase the Population of 
Schedule of Service 
informed of life thru Bible 
ways. These classes are also 
offered on Sept. 28th at the 
same hours . For more info, 
please call the church office 
(909) 885-7655 between the 
hours of 9:30 a.m. - 1 :30 p.m., 
Tues. - Thurs. 
• Sept. 15th, Pastor, Henry 
L. Campbell, of Mt. Zion M.B. 
Church, 2171 Lincoln Ave., 
S.B. announces Women's Day 
at 3:30 p.m. Both men and 
women are welcome to attend 
wearing the colors of black and 
silver. 
• Sept. 21st, Sister, Nedra 
Montgomery will host a 
potluck luau, on behalf of Mt. 
Zion. The address is 14545 
Oregon Trail, Victorville. 
Please phone (619) 951-5745 
for further info. 
• The Women's Ministry of 
Temple M .. B. Church, 1583 
Union St., S.B .. pastored by 
Rev. Ray Turner says get ready 
for Temple's first Overnight 
1•m1lor and ~h-s. llar,·ey & 
llen11 .Jones 
, • Sept. 24th & 25th, Now 
for the men between the ages 
of 40 to 70 hurry and make an 
appointment at (909) 881-7691 
for the FREE Prostate Cancer 
Screening, on Sept. 24th and 
27th from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. and 
Sept. 25th from 1 p .m. to 5 
p .m. at the St. Bernardine 
Medical Center. Early check-
ups bring freedom of mind, 
don't forget. 
For the Young Men the next 
S .E.L.F. Rights of Passage 
begins Wed. Sept. 21st. Sign 
up today, for this chance to 
enhance your manliness. 
Please call Damon Alexander 
at 883-1785 or the S .E.L.F. 
office at 880-8001 or 874-
4030, for more info. 
• Sept. 16th - 20th, Past . 
Cornelius George of St. Rest 
Church, 2525 Etiwanda St. , 
San Bdno, invites the public to 
a revival run by Richard 
Kessee of Santa Ana. 
-"\LLI:~ CliAl>l:L 
Ar=l?ICA~ Mt:TliO[)liT 
l:Vl§COVAL CliUl?Cli 
4009 Locust (at 10th St.) 
Riverside, CA 92501 
(909) 686-9406 
\Ctil:[)ULI: Or= 
St:VVICI:~ 
THE BOOK 
OF ACTS 
7480 Sterling Avenue 
P.O. Box 220989 
San Bernardino, CA 92410 
WEEKLY ORDER OF SERVICE: 
Prayer: Tuesday - 9:30 a.m. 
Thursday-5:30 p.m. 
Friday- 10:00 a.m. 
Bible Study: Wednesday- 6:00 p.m. 
SUNDAY SERVICES: • Sunday Praise & Worship ........ .. ............ 12:00 p.m. 
Wednesday Family Bible Study .... .......... 6:30 p.m. 4uoot 
884-824:I 
Sunday School 9:45 a.m. ., 
Wednesday Prayer Service .... ....... ........... 7:30 p.m. 
Morning Worship 11:30 a.m. 
Riverside Faith Temple 
Revs. J. & B. Sims 
2355 Pennsylvania Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909)788-0170 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
Evening Worship 
Riverside Christian Family 
Fellowship 
9:30 a.m. 
11:00 a.m. 
6:30 p.m. 
Arthur J. Forbes, Sr. Pastor 
Magnolia St. Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 684-9160 
Sunday Service 
Victory Celebration 10:00 a.m. 
St. John Baptist 
Rev. J. Wallace, Pastor 
2433 I 0th Street 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 784-0000 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
Evening Service 
RUBIDOUX 
9:30 a.m. 
11:00 a.m. 
6:00 p.m. 
Bright Star Missionary Baptist 
Pastor K. Solomon Williams 
5306 ODEL _ 
Rubidoux, CA 
Sunday Services 
Morning Worship 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
B.T.U. 
Evening Service 
Mt. Rubidoux SDA Church 
2625 Avalon St. 
Rubidoux, California 92509 
(909) 276-8374 
Marc Woodson, Pastor 
Saturday Services 
Song Service 
Sabbath School 
Church Service 
Adventist Youth Service 
8:00 a.m. 
9:30 a.m. 
11: 00 a. m. 
5:30 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
9:15 a.m. 
9:30 a.m. 
11:00 a.m. 
5:00 a.m. 
SAN BERNARDINO 
Bethesda Missionary Baptist Church 
1356 N. Mt. Vernon Ave. 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
Rev. Charles MacDonald 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Worship Hour 11 :00 a.m. 
The Book of Acts (Formerly Uving 
Word Delivernac) 
Pastors Harvey & Hean Jones 
7480 Sterling 
San Bernardino, CA 92408 
(909) 884-8241 
Sunday School 
Sunday Worship 
New Hope COG/C 
254 So. Mnt. Vernon 
San Bernardino, CA 92410 
(909) 381-2662 
9:45 a.m. 
11 :30 a.m. 
Elder, Lenton Lenoir, Pastor 
Sunday School: 9:45 am 
Morning Worship: 11 pm 
Evening Worship: 6 pm 
Pastor Teaching: 8 pm Tues. 
Evangelstic Worship: 8 pm Th 
Macedonia Baptist Church 
Rev. C.A. Simpson 
2042 N. State St. 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(909) 887-2138 
San Bernardino, CA 
Sunday Services 
Early Morning Worship 
Church School Hour 
Morning Worship Hour 
Tuesday 
Bible Study Hour 
Thursday 
8:00 a.m. 
9:45 a.m. 
11 :00 a.m. 
' 6:30 p.m. 
Prayer & Praise Service 7:00 p.m. 
"Gospel Ttme" TV Broadcast-Channel 3 
Rialto-Monday 8:00 p.m. 
San Bernardino-Friday 8:00 p.m. 
ONTARIO 
Olivet lnsti.tutional Baptist Church 
1235 E. Francis Street, Ste. J 
Ontario, CA 91761 
Pastor David Turner 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
GRAND TERRACE 
9:30 a.m. 
10:45 a.m. 
Sunday 9:30 a.m. Free-Way Missionary Baptist Church 
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m. Rev. Alvin B. Hill. Pastor 
Wednesday · 22545 Barton Road Ste. 111 
Worship Service 7:30 p.m. Grand Terrace CA 92313 
Come Over To Macedonia And .,, (909) 825-5140 
Help Us! - Acts 16:9 •' Sunday Services 
Mt. Olive Baptist Church 
2110 Ogden St. 
San Bernardino, CA 92405 
(909) 887-4864 
Order of Service 
Sunday School 10 a.m. 
11 a.m. 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
Wed. Prayer Meeting 
Wed. Bible Study 
HIGHLAND 
Amazing Grace COG/C 
9:30 a.m. 
11 :00 a.m. 
7:00p.m. 
7:30 p.m. 
Morning Worship 
Wednesday Bible Study 
Prayer Meeting 7 p.m. 6997 Palm Ave., Highland, CA 92346 
(909) 864-7069 
New Hope MBC Baptist, S.B. 
Dr. LeMar Foster, Sr. Pastor 
157 5 West 17th Street 
San Bernardino, CA· 92411 
(909) 887-2526 Church 
Sunday Services 
Morning Worship 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
N.B.C. 
Evening Service 
Nursery Services Provided 
New Ufe Missionary Baptist 
Church 
8:00 a.m. 
9:30a.m. 
11 :00 a.m. 
5:30p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
Rev. Elijah S. Singletary, Pastor 
1322 N. Medical Center Dr. 
Pastor W.L. McClendon 
Order of Services 
Sunday School 
Sunday Morning Worship 
Sunday Night YPWW 
Sunday Night Worship 
Tuesday Night Bible Band 
Thursday Night Worship. 
******* 
\ 
9:30 a.m. 
11 :30 a.m. 
6:30 p.m. 
7:30 p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
HOLY SPIRIT 
DELIVERANCE 
MINISTRIES 
New Location 
1156 N. "F" Street 
San Bernardino, CA 
(909) 820-5944 
WORSHIP TIMES 
Sunday Worship 
2:00 p.m. 
Tuesday Bible Study 
7:30 p.m. 
PSALM 105:15: Touch 
Not My Anointed And 
Do My Prophets No 
Harm 
The Black 
Voice News 
Advocates 
Going to 
Church 
List Your Church 
In Our Directory For 
Only $25 A Month 
,, 
,.. 
. 
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' . 
' .. 
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MSRP ................... $13,020 ,------, MSRP ..................... $16,645 .,_----· ----, 
Freeway Discount ..... -1225 6 g 8~ _ Freeway Discount. ... -710 
Your Cost •••••••••••••• $12,310 , 
····· 
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Freeway Discount .... -1296 
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':i ··: ~-
MSRP .................... s28,075 
Freeway Discount .... -2100 
Your Cost ................. ZJ75 
A'97 
Mercury . 
Tracer At 
This Price 
Factory Rebate .......... -600 · 
~:; ................. $14,~20 •· 0 
48 MOS. 
Chuck McVa Owner 
:/l:MSRP ...... ! .............. $38,205 
,--------, i![Freeway Discount. .. -2945 ALL NEW l~Factory Rebate ........... -800 
TEST DRIVE !;Your Cost ................ $34,460 F 
~i 2.9% 48 MOS. ONE! , mi 
iiiiiiiiiia::""--r--------- rn 
~~! i~ •' 
Vin.]03925 
MSRP .................... s19,010 
Freeway Discount .... -1171 
Factory Rebate ......... -1000 
Your Cost ................ s 16839 
-· ' 
VIN #64-4157, 645393 
MSRP .................... s3s,440 
Freeway Discount .... -4000 
Factory Rebate ......... -3000 
Your Cost ................ SJ, 440 
6.9% 
· UMOS. 
• 
Vm. 
#)34010 
2.9% 
1'8 MOS. 
'93 FORD ESCORT '94 FORD RANGER 
'95 MERCURY TRACER $7,995 $8,999 
VIN #372788 
'94 FORD T-BIRD 
$11,999 
VIN #181274 
.'94 FORD EXPLORER $13,999 
VIN #D62922 
$9,599 s11~0~9s VIN #5A78078 VIN #649187 
'95 MERCURY MYSTIQUE '95 FORD PROBE '95 CHRYSLER LEBARON CONV. 
$12,999 $12,9~9 $13,999 
VIN #624698 VIN #148885 VIN #648444 
'95 FORD MUSTANG '93 LINCOLN TOWNCAR SIGN. '95 FORD MUSTANG 
$14,999 $15,999 $14,999 
VIN#758696 VIN#265978 VIN #265978 
I~ AUTO PLAZA DR. 
I 
1600 CAMINO REAL 
SAN BERNARDINO 
909/889-3514 
1-800-237-811' 5 
Sale En~_~eptember 16, 1996 
if an . On a()p~ed credit. 
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DONE DEAL: Mike Tyson unleashed a barrage of punches that left Bruce Seldon sprawled on the canvas. 
Mike Tyson earns WBA crown to 
go.with WBC belt. The fight lasted 
only 109 seconds. 
By LELAND STEIN III 
BVN Sports Editor 
LAS VEGAS - Well, another one bites the dust. 
This time, though, many in the fight community feel the 
victim did not give his all. 
It's easy for the observer sitting at home or the ringsider to 
make such a claim when the punches that supposedly did the 
damage were not very visible to the naked eye or on the tele-
vised replays. 
When referee Richard Steele of Las Vegas stopped the 
fight at 1 :49 of the first round after former World Boxing 
Association champion Bruce Seldon had endured two knock-
downs, the 9,494 fans at the MGM Grand garden let out a 
collective chorus of boos and a chant of "fixed" ... "fixed." 
Surely the fight wasn't fixed. WBA and World Boxing 
Council champion Mike Tyson has no need to participate in a 
fixed fight against a guy he knows he can beat. Tyson wants 
to fight and seems as perplexed as anyone about the way his 
opponents have folded up their tents and went home after 
getting a taste of his power punching. And this is not to say 
Tyson doesn't expect the guys he fights not to fall early and 
often, but ... 
Seldon who was distraught and in tears in his post fight 
locker room said: "I didn't train and become hea,vyweight 
champion to come in here and take a dive. I treasured the 
crown." 
He continued: "They say that Mike Tyson is a destroyer 
and I'm a witness to that. The first (knockdown) he kinda 
grazed me. The second he caught me flush on the chin and he 
rattled my eyes and I couldn't see clearly. I believe I went in 
there against the baddest man on the planet." 
On the second knockdown Seldon, 229 'pounds, got up at 
the mandatory eight-count, moved his head back and forth to 
clear the cobwebs ... and then his knees buckled. Steele 
stopped his count and called the fight over, and that's when 
the doubting public expressed its feelings. 
"I looked at the fighter and his eyes were in bad shape," 
Steele said. "His legs were stumbling and he looked in bad 
shape." , 
Tyson (45-1, 39 knockouts), 219, who earned $15 million 
for this walkover, made Seldon (33-4) his twentieth first 
round knockout victim, and, his third quickest ever. 
"I don't pick my fights," said Tyson about why he fought 
Seldon. "He was the champion ... he had a belt ... and I 
wanted his belt. 
''During the fight I was trying to be elusive. He had a pene-
trating jab and I felt the power of it. But I caught him with a 
hard punch that kind of hit him with my elbow as well. That's 
my M.O., once I get a man hurt, then I go to work." 
Now that Tyson has two of the recognized world heavy-
weight boxing belts, he's well on his way to unification of the 
three titles that's been a motivational force for him. 
At the post fight press conference it was announced that 
the other championship belt holder, International Boxing 
Federation champ Michael Moorer will defend his title on the 
Tyson-Evander Holyfield card on November 9 against former 
champion Frans Botha. 
If Tyson beats Holyfield, he could then challenge the win-
ner of Moorer-Botha and complete his goal of regaining the 
WBC, WBA and IBF heavyweight tjtles. 
The Holyfield and Tyson bout, although the odds are 
already at 21-1 for Tyson, based on Holyfield 's history of 
credibility in terms of always giving 100% in a fight, could 
finally be the challenge that fans are longing for. 
At the post fight press conference the obvious bad blood 
between Holyfield and Tyson that's been brewing since their 
first encounter was canceled five years ago because of 
Tyson's conviction and jail sentence, which appears to have 
made the two men even more hungry to get it on. 
"The only thing stopping me from being champion of the 
world is time," Holyfield said. "I've been around this sport 
long enough ... Tyson ain't been nowhere I haven't been -
except I haven 't been to jail." 
Concerning the intimidation of Tyson and how some of the 
fighters he's faced appeared to be scared when they enter the 
ring: "I'm sure that in everyone's life they've got into the 
ring and have been afraid. The only difference is that a win-
ner finds away to fight through that fear and perform." 
Seeing Holyfield on the podium next to him, seems to take 
Tyson to a higher emotional level and it was evident in his 
comments toward Holyfield when it was his turn to respond. 
"You got nothing coming," he firmly declared. "You got 
nothing coming here and I'm goirig to have a good time this 
fight . .. A good time!" 
Many fight observers were buzzing at Tyson's response to 
Holyfield. After all, since his return to fisticuffs he has been 
humble and has shown no malice toward any of his oppo-
nents; The sudden change in his persona caught everyone by 
surpnse. 
"Even from the press conference up there you can see 
there's a lot of emotion brewing in this fight," noted long 
time trainer Emanuel Steward, who was in Holyfield's corner 
when he upset Riddick Bowe, "and that hasn't been in 
Tyson's career in a long time." 
Well, Tyson noted before the fight that he use to be a "wild 
man," but has changed and is a different person now. He says 
he "likes himself much more now." However, as a fighter not 
much has changed, except that in his own words he's a 
"much more disciplined" and "defined" fighter. That combi-
nation of attributes may not bode well for Holyfield. 
f .. · ... 1<->f>A.· ' ~ < q]i•, r,'\ (.fonHtn 
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NEXT UP: . (l-r) Evander Holyfield, Don King, Mike Tyson, and Tyson co-managers John Horne (partially hidden) and Rory Holloway. 
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Word/Epic's Newcomers and Veterans 
Kelli Williams 
Gospel, like no other fonn of · 
music, has literally influenced 
every style of music. Pop, rock, 
rap, all genres . .. can claim 
gospel as their root and heritage. 
The styles have changed many 
times over the course of a few 
decades, but gospel remains a 
constant force in today's popular 
music. 
The Word/Epic roster of 
artists marries the best of both 
worlds-the legacy of greats 
like Shirley Caesar and the 
"Tommies," to the freshness of 
jazz-influenced C.D. Hawkins, 
and the youthful spunk of Kelli 
Williams. 
We are privileged to share 
with you some of gospel's most 
brilliant newcomers along with 
some of the most talented 
veterans in the industry: 
C.D. Hawkins & 
Singer$ 
You are highly unlikely to 
hear "A Mighty Fortress"sung 
this way anywhere else. C.D. 
Hawkins offers original, jazz-
influenced arrangements on 
classic church hymns. Check 
out "Onward Christian 
Soldiers ... " 
Kelli Williams 
Although she's only 17 years 
old, Billboard Magazine calls 
Kelli "a fully-developed, mature 
and exciting new talent ," She 
was the teen vocalist champion 
on Star Search a few, years 
back, and since then its been 
one whirlwind opportunity after 
another. Currently, she's on tour 
with none other than Cece 
Winans. 
Marvin Sapp 
Known best for his work with 
the award-winning group, 
Commissioned, this is Marvin's 
first solo project. As if his 
Commissioned concert schedule 
were not enough, Marvin has 
been putting together special 
outreach concerts in cities 
across America. Called "Joy In 
The City," Marvin is ministering 
in song to the inner cities with 
special "revival-type" settings 
on the streets. 
Patrick Henderson 
Patrick Henderson is one of 
the pioneers of praise & worship 
music for the church. As choir 
leader at West Angeles COGIC, 
Patrick introduced a brand of 
musical worship that has 
launched a nationwide 
movement in churches of every 
denomination. This recording 
highlights his special form of 
worship, featuring lyrics from 
inspirational songwriter Gloria 
Gaither. 
Undeniable talents with 
focused missions, these gifted 
singers/songwriters/musicians 
have spilled their lives onto 
these recordings. You can know 
f: : 
Patrick Henderson 
.listening. Meet them 
today ... C.D., Patrick, Kelli and 
Marvin. 
We have reviewed all four of 
the above C.D.'s on a scale of 
one to ten. 
Nickelodeon Introduces New 
Black Series 
. /j,: .. At. 
Nickelodeon, the heavyweight and moving force in children's television 
programming introduces a new series to its prime time line-up this fall. 
KENAN AND KEL, promises to be full of non-stop laughs as these two 
buddies land themselves in one wild advennue after the next 
Kenan Thompson and Kel Mitchell, stars of the ever popular sketch 
comedy and music series ALL IBAT! move to prime time with their very 
own series. 1bese talented young comedic actors play Kenan Rockmore 
and Kel Kimble, two incouragable teenagers whose dreams and schemes 
find them in some hilarious predicaments and follow them on their 
escapades. 
The series will air regularly on Saturday evenings at 8:00p.m. starting 
October 12. Both actors will continue to perform on ALL IBAT, which 
will begin a new season this fall. NICKELODEON MOVIES, a feanue 
film division, has plans for a feature film starring both Thompson and 
Mitchell based on a character that Mitchell created for the ALL 1HAT 
series. 
Special thanks to the cities of Palm Desert and Indian Wells tor the generous support 
which has helped make 1111s concert possible. 
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You saw Tito Puente in the thrilling closing cere-
monies of the Olympic Games. Now see the King 
of Latin Music in person at the McCalluml Poncho 
Sanchez-the brilliant conga player and master of 
Latin jazz-will be there, too! 
&oturdog. &EptEmbEr 11. 8 p.m. 
S45. $40. $35 6 $15 
• THE MCCALLUM THEATRE THE BOB HOPE CULTURAL CENTER 
CAll 340-ART8 
BOX OFFICE: 73-000 FRED WARING DR., PALM DESERT 
7>'&.f ~'4S71r19 
Coll BBO-TIX8 
' 
J 
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Never have we had such a 
good crop of music to review. 
Each CD is great and deserves a 
9-10. 
One listen to "Onward 
Christian Soldiers" by C.D . 
Hawkins & Singers, updates 
gospel music . I can see the 
Citrus Valley Ushers marching 
to the music at one of their 
annual days. 
Kelli Williams - my favorite 
is "Never Alone - no - "Thank 
You - no - "Just Give Me Grace, 
the very best is "People Need 
the Lord." 
Marvin Sapp - "Reign Jesus 
Reign" and "Hero" are two of 
my favorites on this C.D. 
, /1,··- ~~-~ 
:ef ' 
.. ,f . j',; 
Patrick Henderson - There are 
many favorites on this album! 
"Holy Spirit You are the One" 
stays with you once its played, 
but "This Little Light of Mine" 
changes the focus as a children's 
song to a mature song for 
C.D. Hawkins & Singers 
anyone. 
By Cheryl Brown 
join us for~. 1 \Jeekend of J~Ze 
r CR. .d at U 1vers1 e's 
Tree-lined Grass Amphitheater 
SEPTEMBER 
28 & 29 
~oNCHO SANCHEZ $15 • DAY 
gERALD ALBRIGHT 
Featuring 
LALAH HATHAWAY 
s25 · WEEKEND 
VIP PASSES AVAILABLE 
~CHA1l0 ElUOT 
Also featuring: 
CASSANDRA WILSON 
AVERAGE WHITE BAND 
STEVE REID'S 
BAMBOO FOREST 
ART OF SAX 
RIVERSIDE 
10 Live Performances 
Art & Vendor Displays 
6 Local Restaurants 
Grass Amphitheater 
Intimate Setting 
I i 
Produced by: 
Inland Empire Music & Art Foundation 
A non-profit organization 
Sponsored in port by: 
• 
THORNTON WINERY 1...-' ...... 
TEMECULA. CA ~-
&:.:.~.:..."\=: l'llllat ....... 
Jazz ~ art ,.• ·•· , (VP) ... roiSON 
VALLE Y PRINTERS u ffl f!!e ~a~ C~~~a"Y THE PRF.ss-ENrERPRISE 
FESTIVAL'96 INFO: (909) _342-2272 
\ 
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Boys & Girls Club of San Berdoo HoSts Charity Event 
The First Annual 
Celebrity Sports Classic to 
- benefit the Boys & Girls 
Club will be held on 
Saturday, September 28th and 
Sunday, September 29, 1996, 
a celebrity bowling classic 
an,d celeb~ity softball game, 
at Del Ros,a Lanes and 
Fiscalini Field rn San 
Bernardino. 
With the help of sponsors 
like San Manuel Indian 
Bingo & Casino, Burger King 
Restaurants, Chino Hills 
Ford, San Bernardino County 
Sheriff's Departme,it, and 
others. 
In addition, the Boys and 
Girls Club of San Bernardino 
has also been named the 
recipient of the "Home Run 
for Charity" campaign 
sponsored by San Manuel 
Indian Bingo and Casino. 
Ho!Ile Runs for Charity is 
a campaign funded by San 
Manuel Indian Bingo and 
Casino that gives local 
charities in all five cities of 
the Home Teams of the 
California League $10.00 for 
every home run hit, 
throughout the regular 
baseball season. These teams 
include. High Desert 
Mavricks, Lancaster Jet 
Hawks, Lake Elsinore Storm, 
Rancho Cucamonga Quakes 
and the San Bernardino 
Stampede . . 
The San Bernardino 
presentation was made at the 
new City of San Bernardino 
Stadium, The Ranch, as part 
of the Stampedes final home 
game, pre-game activities. 
Hardy Brown, President of 
the Board of Directors for the 
Boys and Girls Club said, 
"This program is a small 
example of the many ways 
San Manuel gives back to the 
community, these dolars will 
go towards our on-going need 
for equipment at the Boys 
and Girls Club.'' 
Other recipients include: 
Rancho Cucamonga Quakes 
Community Foundation and 
Temecula Boys and Girls 
Club. 
, The Boys and Girls Club 
of San Bernardino is located 
at 1180 West Ninth Street, in 
the city of San Bernardino 
92411. For · further 
information, contact (909) 
888-6751. 
Back With A Vengeance, New Edition's "Home Ag·ain" 
. 
• 
. 
', 
New Edition 
They were one of the most 
successful and influential acts of the 
'80s, setting the standard for young 
male pop/R&B vocal groups. 
As solo acts in the '90s, they've 
sold millions of records worldwide. 
Now, after more than a decade since 
taking the music scene by stonn. the 
reunited members have come full 
circle: Home Again, their new 
MCA album, marks the long-
awaited triumphant return of New 
Edition. 
More than just a reunion, Home 
Again, featuring the dynamic, funky 
first single and video, "Hit Me Off," 
is historic, marlci.ng the first time all 
members of New Edition, past and 
present-Ralph Tresvant, Ricky 
Bell, Ronnie De Voe, Michael 
Bivins, Johnny Gill and Bobby 
Brown (the first member to pursue a 
solo career in 1987) have recorded 
as a unit. 
Befitting an act as important as 
New Edition, Home Again was 
produced by some of the hottest and 
freshest names in urban music, 
including Jimmy Jam and Terry 
Lewis, Jermaine Dupri, Sean 
"Puffy" Combs and Chucky 
Thompson, Gerald Levert and 
Edwin Nicholas and newcomers 
Silky and Dinky Gingham. The 
mesmerizing results valiantly span 
the gamut of modem black pop. 
Among the highlights: the mighty, 
anthemic "Oh Yeah," "It Feels So 
Good," seamless R~B/hip hop 
masterpieces such as the groove-
hardy "You Don't Have To Worry," 
the hypnotic "Tighten It Up" and the 
chugging "Something About You," 
the creepin' testimony "Shop 
Around" and the brooding "Hear 
Me Out." When the group isn't 
indulging in a big, hooky pop ballad 
such as "Still In Love" or the breezy 
"One More Day," they're bumpin' 
and grindin' with the soulful "How 
Do You Like Your Love." 'There's 
the gospel-tinged Johnny Gill 
produced interlude, "Thank You," 
and of course, the melodic heart-
1tugging opus that is the title track, 
repleat with orchestra. At the center 
of it all is New Edition, sporting 
those smooth trademark harmonies 
and the exciting, soulful what you'd expect from N .E., yet 
perfonnances you get when you've Home Again is N.E. as you've never 
got a group full of lead vocalists. It's heard them. 
COME SEE THE 
NEW LINE OF 
BLAc'K BOOKS!!! 
NOW ALSO LOCATED IN THE TOWN 
CATE MALL AT 
B' BOOKS AND CALLERY 
(Next to Louisiana Seafood) 
We Specialize in Children's Books 
Find au the popular books. Acts of Faith Daily Meditations for People of 
Color 
I,. I ,.. •• t.· ' Celebrating Life 
African American Women Speak out 
About Breast Cancer 
Sylvia Dunnavant 
oreword by Nancy Wilson 
Preface by Esther Rolle 
teari ng away the complacency of 
African American women surrounding 
reast cancer, Dunnavant conveys a 
message, through photos and personal 
testimony, of awareneiS, early detection 
and most of all, how to live as a survivor of breast 
cancer, not as a victim. 
Friends, Lovers and Soul Mates 
Guide to Better Relationships Between Black 
en and Women 
erek S. Hopson, Ph.D., and Darlene Powell 
opson, Ph.D. 
lyanla Vanzant 
In confronting discrimination , 
racism, rejection, and alienation, 
many 'people of col~r ~e turning 
toward a more spiritual approach to 
solving the problems that are 
unique to them. Here is a book of 
positive meditations that is sure to 
raise the consciousness of any reader. 
The Black West 
Documentary and Pictorial History of the 
frican American Role in the Westward 
xpansion of the United States. 
1lliam Loren Katz 
:;:µ~•ilr s explorers and settlers, traders and 
owboys, homeste_aders and soldiers, 
frican Americans joined the great 
ovement westward after the Civil War. 
rawing on letters, diaries, a nd other 
rsonal writings, The Black West captures 
espite the strong foundations of kinship and 
ommunity ties, there is a crisis of intimacy within 
he Black community today. The Hopsons 
rovide the tools, direction and support needed by 
ouples in troubled relationships as well as by 
========single people looking for a suitable partner. 
the unique experiences of these pioneers. This is a richly 
illustrated. meticulously documented look at a little-known 
aspect ~f African American history. 
The Souls of Black Folk 
W.E.B. DuBois 
Dubois ' 1903 collection of 
essays is a thoughtful, 
articulate exploration of the , 
moral and intellectual issues 
that surrond the perception of 
Blacks throughout American 
society. 
waged. 
Moonrise 
oberta Gayle 
he City of Light sparkled the night 
ptain Jack Devlin strode into P.aris salon 
o catch a glimpse of Pascale de Ravenault. 
he daughter of a French artist and the 
randchild of an African princess, the 
xotic Pascale dealt art for fonune with a 
ool head and an iron will. As 
nconventional as she was beautiful, she 
as a treasure Devlin longed to acquire. 
rom the•moment they met, an undeniable 
park of passion was kindled ... and a royal 
attic between two independent souls was 
The Collected Poems of 
Langston Hughes 
angston Hughes 
he most complete collection 
f poetry and verse by the poet 
aureate of African America. 
ou'll find 860 poems, all the 
erse published in Hughes ' 
ifetime, and nearly 300 
rcviously unpublished works. 
· s generous volume is filled 
ith ihe feelings and emotions 
f-one of the century's greatest 
···~ · 
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GRAPHICS 
Join us at any of our 
three (3) locations: 
1583 W. Baseline, 
San Bernardino 
(Presently under 
renovation) 
Heidi's Beauty Shop, 
Banning 
Bibbs Books and 
Gallery in the Town 
Gate Mall 
I 
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The Black Voice News 
Sep 11th-Oct 6th 
Los Angeles' Hollywood Roo-
sevelt Cinigrill presents Eartha Kitt 
at 8:00p.m. and 10:30 p.m. Fridays 
and Saturdays, Wednesday at 
8:00p.m. For reservations call J.D. 
Kessler at 213/466-7000. · 
San Bernardino Police Depart-
ment 
seeking explorers between the ages 
of 14 and 19 with not no arrest 
record, good health and a 2.0 GPA. 
Please call 909/384-5716 
Department of Public Health -
Senior Health Clinic Provides Ser-
vices on the fourth Wednesday of 
each month, from 8:30am to 
11 :OOam. No appointment neces-
sary. The clinic is held at Loma 
Linda Community Medical Center, 
located at 25333 Barton Road in 
Loma Linda. For more infonnation 
call 909/387-4880. 
Sep fl th-Oct 20th 
UCR/CMP. - presents Portraits of 
Paradise Forgotten Dean McNeil's 
Strange Eden . Admission is Free. 
For information call 909/784-
FOTO. 
CareAmerica - 65 Plus "Keys" 
Unlocks Secrets To a Healthy 
Lifestyle at Inland Valley Hospital, 
Main Conf. Room, 36485 Inland 
Valley Dr., Wildomar. For more 
infonnation call 800/777-5600. 
Calendar 
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Victor Valley African American 
Chamber of Commerce- holding 
their fall banquet at 7:00 p.m. at 
The Holiday Inn, 15494 Palmdale 
Rd, Victorville. For reservations & 
information call Kim Gray at 
619/241-2500. 
Riverside NAACP announces 30th 
anniversary head start reunion from 
5:30 - 7:30pm. The reunion will be 
held at Riverside NAACP Head 
Start Center at 2060 University 
Ave. Riverside Bobby Bonds Park. 
For information call 909/686-9802 
Sep 25-Nov 14th 
HELPiine - offering 55 hour train-
ing course for volunteers meeting 
Tuesday & Thursday from 6:30 -
9:30. For more information call 
Deanne at 686-4402 
Sep 25th 
CareAmerica-Free early pregnan-
cy class from 7-9pm at RCH,4445 
Magnolia Blvd. ,Riverside. For 
reservations can 800/566-3567 
See 28-29th 
UCR -Riverside Jazz & Arts Festi-
val featuring Poncho Sanchez, Ger-
ald Albrightw/Lalah Hathaway, 
Norman Brown , Richard Elliot, 
Cassandra Wilson, Keiko Matsuw/ 
Paul Taylor, Art qf Sax, Lamont 
Johnson, Average White Band, 
Steve Reid Bamboo Forest. For 
more information call (909) 342-
2272 
Sep 28th 
Celebrity Softball Classic '96-at 
Fiscalini Field, 1007 E. Highland 
Ave., San Bernardino, l-5pm For 
more information call 909/888-
6751 
Sep 29th 
Jobs and Employment Services 
Department - Participating San 
Bernardino County "Job Match" 
employers and their interns will be 
recognized by the San Bernardino 
County Jobs Training Partnership 
Program and Private Industry 
Council during a special breakfast. 
Businesses interested in participat-
ing in the Job Match program are 
encouraged to contact the San 
Bernardino Job Training Partner-
ship Program/Job Match Coordina-
tor at 800/451-JOBS all other calls 
to 909/422-0488 
S.T.O.M.P.: The African Heritage Movie Network broadcasts an original special production of the 4th Annual S.T.O.M.P., hosted by Adrienenne Joi 
Johnson and Alfonso Ribeiro. The show them is "Make a Difference." S.T.O.M.P. airs on KCAL, 9/14/96 at 6:00 p.m. (above) 1996 Female S.T.O.M.P. 
Celebrity Bowling Classic '96-at 
Del Rosa Lanes, 1499 E. Highland 
Ave, San Bernardino, l-6pm. For 
more information call 909/888-
Alzheimer's Association cospon-
sors Caregivers Stress Relief Semi-
nar, at Montclair Royale Retirement 
Center 9685 Monte Vista Ave, 
Montclair. Refreshments will be 
served. For information call 
800/660- I 993. 
Sep 12th 
CareAmerica - Grandparenting in 
the 90s' at 10am. at the Moreno 
Valley Senior Center, 25075 Fir 
Ave., Moreno Valley. For further 
infonnation call 800/777-5600. 
San Bernardino Parks, Recreation 
and Community Services Depart-
ment hosts dancing to live bands, 
Wednesday-Friday at the Fifth 
Street Senior Center, 600 W. Fifth 
St. Seniors, age 60 and better, are 
w~Icome and invited to bring their 
friends. Cost $1.00. For informa-
tion call Kathy 384-5430. 
The Ontario Airport Hilton -
"Alternative Dispute Resolution" 
from 7:30am - ll :45am. For 
reservations or general information 
call 213/622-7472. 
Seo 13th 
BI~od Bank - Please Help Patients 
This Summer Bloodmobile At 
Sam's Club, San Bernardino, from 
10am to2pm 
Sep !4th-October 20th 
Carousel Mall -Dinosaurs in the 
mall exhibit. The exhibit is free of 
charge. For information call 
909/384-5254. 
Long Beach Street 10th Carnival 
& Brazilian Independence Day. 
For more information call 3 I0/928-
1770. 
Riverside City County Animal 
<;ontrol- offering low cost dog vac-
cmauons, Department of Environ-
mental Health, at 173 7 Atlanta 
Avenue, Bldg. H. For appoint-
ments call 909/354-0758 ' 
Sep 14th 
Taquito House-Fiesta de! 16 de 
Septiembre from 5:30 until 12:00 
am. Presented by Perris Valley His-
p an ic Chamber Of Commerce. 
Please call in advance for tick-
ets.909/940-4440 
Carousel Mall- sponsors of Chil-
dren's Music Box Theater Group in 
the Harris' lower court stage area at 
noon, 2pm, and 4pm. For informa-
tion call 909/889-1147 
San Bernardino Symphony 
Orchestra Opens 67th Season at 
8: l 5pm at the California Theatre, 
562 W. Fourth Street in San 
Bernardino. For information call 
381-5.388 
San Bernardino Black Culture 
Foundation- First Annual Bowl-A-
Thon 2:00PM to 5:00PM, San Hi 
Bowling Lanes, 1500 W. Highland. 
For fees or general information call 
864-3267 
Tuskegee Airmen -holding regular 
monthly meeting at March AFB, 
Old Officers Club, Bldg 10. Look-
ing for new members, and you 
don't have to be in the military. For 
infonnation call 909/875-9784 
Champions. (below) 1996 Male S.T.O.M.P. Champions. 
Sep 12-15th.19-22,26-29th Rialto Unified School District- 7700 ext. 331. 
Redlands Footlighters Theatre is New Teacher Open House and Pie-
starting its 51st season the play "I nic from 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m., at 
Remember You" Written by 182 E. Walnut., Rialto. For infor-
Bernard Slade. For ticket infonna- mation call Lori Foster, at 909/820-
tion call 909/824-0048 
Arlington Park- presents its 2nd 
annual free jazz "Concert On The 
Green" featuring saxophonist, Greg 
Sep 15th 
CSUSB - Office of Extended Edu-
cation offers a Thai Cooking Work-
shop from 2 - 5p.m. For infonna-
tion call 909/880-5975, Ext. 576. 
Seo 15th 
San Bernardino Parks, Recre-
ation invite you to attend the Fifth 
Senior Center's Mexican Indepen-
dence Day Dance from I: 15 to 
3: I 5pm. For information call 384-
5430 
Autry Museum of Western Her-
itage - presents World Premiere 
Film Program "Amigo"~ 
.Irai.n "The Bernal Sierra Story." 
The time and location, 2:00p.m., at 
the Wells Fargo Theatre at the 
museum. 
SeJJ 17th 
CareAmerica 65Plus- unlocks 
secrets to a healthy lifestyle. Free 
health seminar begins at 9:30am, at 
the YWCA, 8172 Magnolia Blvd., 
Riverside. For more information 
call 800/777-5600 
Sep 18 & 25th 
Tutor Training - to help an adult 
learn to read, at La Sierra Branch 
Library, 4600 La Sierra Ave., 
Riverside. To reserve space call 
909/688-9302. 
See /8th 
American Red Cross of the Inland 
Empire-Open House celebrating 
their 80th. birthday from 4-7pm, at 
202 W. Rialto Ave., San Bernardi-
no, R.S.V.P. (909) 888-1481 Pam or 
Judy 
View Park Records' Artist, Jack-
son Blue To Perform At Lunaria 
'Restaurant an Jazz Club, 10351 San 
ta Monica Blvd., Los Angeles. Per-
formances at 3:30; 10:00; and 
11 :30pm. For information call 
310/282-8870. 
Sep 19th- Nov 21st 
Academy of Justice - meet and 
talk with members of the Sheriff's 
specialized units:SWAT, Aviation, 
Search and Rescue, Bomb Squad, 
Sheriff's Dive Team. For informa-
tion call 909/275-2500. 
See 19th 
HICAP - Hosting Free Maganged 
Care Seminars, "Feel like you're 
confused and trapped in the 
"Medicar Maze?" Seminar will be 
held at Sizzler Restaurant, 25033 
Sunnymead Blvd., Moreno Valley, 
from 9-3:30pm. RSVP (800) 273-
4227 
Sep 20- 22nd 
Marie Sullivan makes her mark at 
Harvest Festival at the· Ben H. 
Lewis at Ben H. Lewis Hall at 
Raincross Square in Riverside. For 
further information call 800/321-
1213 
Sep 21st 
Society of Military Widows River-
side_ County Chapter 13-meeting 
begins at 11 am . Program Emily 
Rodd-Original Poetry. Call for 
reservations: 688-8475, 688-
3660,or 683-6043. 
Even if you haven't 
SAVED A LOT 
-~---------
for a home, 
--- -·· -
you've probably saved 
ENOUGH. 
Vail. At Arlington Park from 4-
9pm. For more intormat1on call 
Phyllis Wells at Chairwoman of 
APCC at (909) 688-9254. 
t,751 
It's not easy saving up to buy a home 
these days. But with the FHA, it 
isn't as hard as you'd thin~. Because 
with an FHA loan, you. could get 
into a home of your own with a down 
payment as little as a few months 
rent . And yo·u. don't need a perfect 
credit record or a high-paying job 
House / DownPayment to qualify. In 
$30,000 .. .. . ... $900 
$60,000 ..... . $2,500 fact, depending 
$90,000 ...... $4,000 upon the house 
you. buy, your monthly payments 
may not be mu.ch more than your 
rent . So as~ any real estate agent 
or lender for details . Or ju.st call 
1-800-.CALL FHA. We'll show you. 
ju.st how close you are to becoming 
a homeowner. 
FHA 
We'll get you home. 
U.S. Dept. of Housing and Urban Development 
To qualified buy,rs only. Closing costs and fees additional. Actual monthly payments will vary based on price of home and terms. 
r; 
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MoVal Tax Payers Want Spending Limits on AA & BB 
Moreno Valley Taxpayers For Accountability 
Director, Marcia Rodolf-Amino recently wrote a 
letter addressed to Pa~l Gill, Acting 
Chairman/Spokesperson for Taxpayers for a 
Better Moreno Valley regarding campaigning 
funds for and against Measures AA and BB. 
and the City and, therefore, has not yet collected 
contribution·s over $1,000, as that would violate 
the Political Reform Act. We further propose that 
all contributions come from within our city, in 
order to better protect the interests of those of us 
who live here. 
who have moved to other areas (somet imes 
involuntaril y) and still own homes and/or 
businesses in Moreno Valley; 
worthwhile cause? I fail to see special interests or 
Ulterior motives cin the part of those citizens who 
wish to pay the utility and business license taxes. 
b) business owners who ha ve invested 
thousands (or even millions) in Moreno Valley 
and may employ many of our citizens . 
Those who contribute to our cause ask for 
nothing more than the privilege to continue to pay 
taxes and receive those city services they feel are 
neces sary to maintain a viable and safe 
community. M any res idents of Moreno Valley have 
expressed concerns at the excessive amounts of 
money contributed for passage of M.easures O and 
P from outside interests. The approximately 
$37,000 in contributions are viewed as excessive 
for an election of this type. 
We hope that you will show good faith and 
respect for the desire of those of us who live here 
in Moreno Valley to see elections won or lost on 
the issues rather than who can attract the most 
special interests monies. 
What po_wer do you or I have to restrict 
home/property/business owners and other citizens 
from their lawful rights to contribute to a 
I await your reply. Links Receives $2500 Fro·m BofA 
I t is c lear from an ar ticle in the Press-
Enterprise, dated August 14, 1996, and the 
comments made by members of your committees 
that your group is trying to distance itself from the 
previous campaign committee (Citizens to Protect 
Our Community) and their reporting practices. 
This is in response to yoµr August 16, 1996 
letter to me. 
First, I am unaware that "many residents of 
our community have expressed concerns ... " or 
that monies that were contributed "are viewed as 
excessive ... " The June election is history. Those 
contributions ·were private donations, not tax 
dollars. 
This is the third year the 
Bank America Foundation has 
made a grant to the San 
Bernardino Valley Chapter of 
the Links, Inc . The grant in the 
amount of $2,500 will be used 
to support their youth 
scholarship program. This past 
May, the Links awarded 
$12,000 to eight deserving 
scholars. This grant was made 
-possible thru the efforts of Mel 
Messenger, Vice-PFesident and 
Manager of Bank of America's 
San Bernardino Main office on 
North "D" Street. 
It is for those reasons that we propose to you, 
voluntary spending limits for the campaigns for 
and against Measures AA and BB. What we 
propose is a total spending limit of $10,000 and a 
maximum contribution limit of $250 from any one 
contributor. Our understanding is that your group 
Secondly, I believe it would be wrong and un-
American for anyone to: 
I) Limit contributions in any fashion which 
differ from proper existing legal limitations. 
Countywide 
Mentor i .n g 
Collaborative 
Receives Funding 
Th e Riverside County 
Depa rtme nt of Community 
Action recently received a 
grant wo rth $ 80,000 to 
impleme nt the Rive rside 
County Mentor Collaborative 
(RCMC), a group made up of 
nonprofit organizations and 
public Agencies committed to 
l inkin g ind ividua ls from 
diverse backgrounds to meet 
the needs of disadvantaged at-
risk youth. 
The RCMC was one of 14 
m ento r pr~gr a m s tatewide 
selected by the Department of 
Community Services and 
Development in Sacramento to 
receive Community Services 
Block Grant (CSBG) funding. 
Age ncies and programs 
part1c1pat ing in the 
collaborative, which began 
Augu st I , include : The 
Riverside mentoring program 
in the He met/San J acinto 
Valley ; Famil y Serv ices 
A ssociation of Western 
Rive rside Coun ty, which 
provides a variety of social 
services, including a mentor 
program for emotiona lly or 
be haviorally disordered 
relationships among African-
American high school youth 
ages 11- 19 years ; Banning 
Youth Center, which provides 
afte r · sc hool activi ties, job 
trammg . experie nce, a nd 
tutoring to at-risk youth; Friday 
Night L ive, a countywide 
alcohol and drug prevention 
program for high school 
students; and the University of 
Cali forn ia, Rivers ide, 
Extension Program, which will 
provide mentor training. 
The mentoring 
collaborat ive w ill address 
many issues relating to youth, 
including: teenage pregnancy, 
violence and gangs, alcohol 
and drug use, and th e 
importance of s taying in 
school. 
"Mentoring is a win-win 
solution for Riverside Cc:mnty 
young people who struggle 
with today's challenges," said 
Lois Carson, executive director 
of the Department of 
Community Action. "But the 
beneficiaries are not just the 
children and youth, but are also 
fri ends, fa mily me mbers, 
ne ig hborhoods and e ntfre 
communities." 
For additional information 
on becoming involved in the 
RCMC, call Ja net Hough , 
Department of Community 
Action, (909) 34 1-8800. 
has yet to 
officially file 
with the State 
2) Limit contributions to within the city when 
we have: 
a) military members and other homeowners 
PAL Center Conducted Summer Earn Program 
The Provisional Accelerated 
Learning (PAL) Center 
conducted its 8th Annual 
Summer Earn and Learn 
Extravaganza, says Tonya 
Fonseca, Coordinator of the 
Earn and Learn Program. This 
event was held_ on August 29, 
1996 at California State 
University, San Bernardino 
(CSUSB) in the Student Events 
Ce nter. The theme was "A 
Gathering of the Minds. " The 
event was co-sponsored by the 
Afrikan Student Alliance of 
CSUSB . Danny Tillman, San 
Bernardino City School Board 
Member, was the keynote 
speaker. A Competency Brain 
Brawl C ompetition between 
four ( 4) teams of Summer Earn 
and Learn students, a Talent 
Show, and Awards Ceremony 
also took place. 
The Summer Earn and Learn 
Program , funded by the San 
Bernardino County Private 
· Industry Council (PIC) and the 
Jobs and Employment Services 
Departme nt employed 120 
youth aged 14-2 1 for nine (9) 
weeks·." The PAL Center, 
Photo by Richard Cole 
Summer youth employees are shown at the PAL Child Development 
Cento!r during the recent dedication of the flag and flag pole donated 
by the East Rialto Kiwanians and installed by Southern California 
Edison. PAL/SCE Community Project committee members attending 
included Al Twine, 5th District Field Representative for Supervisor 
Jerry Eaves; Pastor Josh Beckley, Ecclesia Christian Fellowship; and 
George Barganier, Public Affairs, Southern California Edison. 
fo unded and di rec ted by Dr. computer training and Child 
Mildred Henry, is in its tenth Care ," s ta tes Lawrence 
year of operation. The Center Hampton, PAL Center 
provides job placement Administrator. 
ass istance, GE D services , For more information on any 
counseling services, tutoring of the services provided, please 
services, Vocational English as a call (909) 887-7002. 
Second Language (VESL) , 
The San Bernardino Valley 
Chapter of the Links, Inc. serves 
the greater areas · of ~an 
Bernardino, Riverside and thirty 
miles from these two major 
.cities in all directions. 
The Links , Inc . is _an 
international organization of 
women founded on the principal 
of friendship and service to the 
greater community. 
The Links , Inc . w i ll be 
hosting a National Walk-A-
Thon fo r Health and Hunger 
Saturday, September 28th at 
Seccombe Lake Park located at 
5th and Sierra Way in the city of 
San Bernardino. 
Registration and warm-up 
will begin at 9 a.m. and the 
walk will commence at 9:30 
a.m. - 11 a.m. There will also 
be a special celebrity guest that 
will ap.pear. For more 
information contact, (909) 824-
0823. 
Ayala . Requests Hearing 
on Killing in Chino Prison 
State Senator Ruben S . 
Ayala (D-Chino) has requested 
a special legislative hearing on 
the killing of youth prison 
counse lor Inesia Baker, 
allegedly by a 24-year-old man 
serving a murder sentence in 
the Chino y outh ins titution 
where the victim worked. 
The Legislatu re's Joint 
Committee on P ri son 
Construction and operations 
has scheduled the hearing for 9 
a.m. Thursday, October 10, in 
Room 3191 of the State Capitol 
in Sacramento. 
" I w a nt to k n o w h o w a 
C aliforn ia Youth Au thority 
(CYA) staff member could be 
killed , apparently inside the 
institution, a nd he r body 
transported mi les to a dump, 
wi thout anyo ne not icing," 
Ayala said. 
" It certain ly appears we 
need to tighten up on the 
inmates to protect the safety of 
the staff and public," he said. 
Ayala said the joint Senate-
As semb I y committee will 
subpoena CYA officials to 
testify, to determine what steps 
need to be taken. 
"The purpose of the hearing 
is not to determine guilt or 
innocence. That's up to 
thepolice and the courts. The 
purpose is to prevent future 
tragedies." he said. 
Mrs. Baker was reported 
killed August 9 at the CYA's 
H e rman G,.,., S-t a rk. Youth 
Training Center in Chino. Her 
body was found two days later 
in a Pomona landfill where the 
Chino youth prison's garbage is 
taken, police said. 
The Joint Committee is 
chaired by Se nator Daniel 
Boatwright (D-Concord). 
This Could Be Your 
Ad Space. Call 
( 910 9) 6 8 2 - 6 0 7 0 
Today! 
He has 
his daddy's 
eyes and / 
his momma's 
lungs. 
Kyle is the spitting image of his 
father, but it 's his mother he really 
aikes after: Like his mother, Kyle 
has a terrible cough. She thinks 
· coughing is normal for children 
Kyle's age; she doesn't realize he is 
suffe ring from c-hronic bronchitis 
and asthma caused by exposure 
to cigarette smoke at home. 
Unfortunately, Kyle's parents. like 
ma~y other caring parents, are . 
unaware of the very real dangers 
of secondhand smoke. If you 
smoke around your children, 
the secondhand smoke can cause 
serious respiratory problems, 
some of them fatal, as well as 
increased allergic reactions, ear 
infections and flu symptoms. 
So, for your family's sake, please 
don't, sm'oke. 
Secondhand Smoke Kills. 
Paid For By Th e C a lifornia De partment Of H e alth S e rvice s. Funde d By The Tob acco Ta x Initi a tive . 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
BOARD MEMBER VACANCY 
Inland Counties Legal Services, Inc. 
"ELIGIBLE CLIENT"- low income per federal poverty 
guidelines. Must be a resident of San Bernardino 
County. Must be nominated by a client or 
neighborhood association or organization. 
Submit nomination letter to: Joseph E. Cohen, Esq. 
ICLS. Board Chairman 
112Q Palmyrita Ave.Ste 210 
Riverside, CA 92507 
For information: Margie Chavez,Board Secretary 
(909) 784-1020vExt.432 
OPPORTUNITIES 
BLACK VOICE 
NEWS 
NOW HAS SALES POSITIONS 
OPEN 
TO ARRANGE AN APPOINT• 
MENT CALL AND ASK FOR 
DOREEN AT (909) 682-6070. 
TOOL ROOM SPECIALIST I 
$814.50 TO $989.50 per month 
(Half-time, 10-Month Position) 
Application deadline: Thwsday, 
September 19, 1996, 4:00 p.m. 
For application materials or 
information , please contact 
Personnel Services, 441 W. 8th 
St. San Bernardino CA 92401 or 
call cur Jobline, (909) 384--0853. 
EOAAE 
MISCELLANEOUS 
SISTER MONTEZ 
SPIRITUAL HEALER 
Healer and Advisor on all 
problems such as love, 
marriage, business and health. 
Also advise on alcohol and 
drugs. 
All readings are done by 
appointment only. $5 off when 
you call,for an appointment, 
(909) 427-8116. 
JUST DISTRIBUTE OUR• 
SALES LETTER, AND MAKE 
BIG BUCK$ I ND PERSONAL 
SELLING INVOLVED! SEND 
LSASE TO: GTG ENTERPRISES 
55 SPRINGSTOWNE CTR.#173, 
VALLEJO. 94591 FAX-ON-
DEMAND 1(703) 736-1600 EXT.550 
LEGALS 
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME 
STATEMENT 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
Martinez Lawn Service 
13804 Day St. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
Oscar H. Martinez 
13804 Day St. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
This business is conducted by 
Individual 
Registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business name or 
names listed above on 8/5/96 
s/Oscar H. Martinez 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this s tate of a fictitious 
business name In violation of 
the rights of another under 
federa l, s tate, or common law 
(sec.14400 et .seq.b & p code) 
Statement filed with the County 
on August 14, 1996 · 
I hereby certify that this copy Is 
a correct copy of the original 
statement on file In my office. 
FFJANK K. JOHNSON; 
County Clerk 
FILE N0.965638 
p.8/22,8/29,9/5,9/12 
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME 
STATEMENT 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
Triple "P" Enterprises 
3583 Main Street, Suite 200 
Riverside, CA 92501 
Penni Sweetenburg• Lee 
1173 South Cactus #33 
Rialto, CA 92377 
Gregory Ervin Lee 
1173 South Cactus #33 
Rialto, CA 92377 
This business is conducted by 
A General Partnership 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact 'busin ess under the 
fictitious busi ness name or 
names listed herein. 
s/Penni Sweetenburg- Lee 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious 
business name in violation of 
the rights of another under 
federal , state, or common law 
(sec.14400 et.seq.b & p code) 
Statement filed with the County 
on September 03, 1996 
I hereby certify that this copy is 
a ~o rrec t copy of the original 
statement on Ille In my office. 
FRANK K. JOHNSON, 
County Clerk 
FILE N0.966096 
p.9/5,9/12,9/19,9/26 
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME 
STATEMENT 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
Free Your Mind ... Publlcatlons 
P.O.Box 51161 
5555 Canyon Crest Dr.#3E 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Arnold Hold"er 
5555 Canyon Crest Dr.#3E 
Riverside, CA 92507 
This business Is conducted by 
Individual 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the 
fi c titious business name or 
names listed herein. 
s/Arnold Holder 
The filing of this statement does 
not of Itself authorize the use in 
this state of .a fictitious 
business name In violation of 
the rights of another under 
federal , state, or common law 
(sec.14400 et.seq.b & p code) 
Statement filed with the County 
on September OS, 1996 
I hereby certify that this copy la 
Statement filed with the County 
on September 05, 1996 
I hereby certify that this copy Is 
a correct copy of the original 
statement on file in my office. 
FRANK K. JOHNSON, 
County Clerk 
FILE N0.966189 
p.9/12,9/19,9/26,10/3 
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME 
STATEMENT 
The following person(s) Is 
(are)doing business as: 
Furniture Club 
460 McKinley #101 
Corona, CA 91719 
P.L. Furniture Club Inc. 
133 s. Majorca Pl. 
Placentia, CA 92570 
CALIFORNIA 
This business Is conducted bl 
· Corporation , • - · 
Registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business name or 
names listed above on 9/1/96. 
s/Phlllip L. Luu,President 
The flllng of this statement does 
not of Itself authorize the use In 
this state of a fictitious 
business name In violation of 
the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec.14400 et.seq.b & p code) 
Statement filed with the County 
on 
September 09, 1996 
I hereby certify that this copy is 
a correct copy of the original 
statement on file in my office, 
FRANK K. JOHNSON, , 
County Clerk 
FILE N0.966222 
p.9/12,9/19,9/26, 10/3 
NOTICE OF REQUEST FOR 
PROPOSAL 
Notice is hereby given that pro-
posals will be accepted by the 
South Coast Air Quality Man-
agement District, 21865 E. Cop• 
ley Drive, Diamond Bar, CA 
91765 for Air Quality Modeling 
Evaluation of an Ozone Control 
Strategy Focusing on Air Condi-
tioning- Bound Catalysts for 
Ozone Scrubbing until 1 :00 
p.m., October 3, 1996. 
A copy of this proposal no. 
9697-10 may b e obtained 
through the internet: 
http://www.aqmd.gov/rfp/9697-
10.html or call Chris Abe a.I 
(909) 396-3154 or Maria Belknap 
at (909) 396-3257. 
The AQMD hereby notifies all 
bidders In regard to this adver-
tisement, that minority business 
enterprises will be afforded full 
opportunity to bid responses to 
this invitation. Moreover, the 
AQMD will not discriminate 
against bidders on the basis of 
race, color, religion, sex, marital 
status, national origin, age, vet-
erans status or handicap. The 
AQMD also encourages joint 
ventures and subcontracting 
with MBE/WBE/OVBEs. 
Mildred Brown 
Purchasing Manager 
p.9/12,9/19 
NOTICE INVITING BIDS 
for 
PROJECT NO. 288-7611 
In the 
CITY OF CORONA, CALIFORNIA 
PUBLIC NOTICE IS HEREBY 
GIV~N that 
SEALED PROPOSALS will be 
received at the office of the City 
Clerk, City Hall, 81 5 W. Sixth 
Street, Corona, California 91720, 
up to 2p.m. Wednesday, 
September 25, 1996, at which 
time they will be publicly 
opened and read for the work 
generally described as follows: 
Butterfield Park-A.D.A . 
Playground Upgrade~ and 
Restroom Facility In Corona, 
California. 
Including concrete, grading, 
. play structure, irrigation and 
landscape 
all in accordance with the Plans 
(Drawings) , Specifications, 
Special Provisions, and other 
Contract Documents ori file in 
the Parks, Recreation and 
Community Services 
Department of the City of 
Corona, California. 
No bid will be accepted unless it 
is made on the Bidder's 
Proposal forms furnished by the 
City. Each bid must be 
accompanied by cash or 
certified check, cashier's check, 
or Bidder 's Bond on ,the bond 
form provided by the City, 
payable to the City of Corona,in 
an amount equal to at 10% of 
the total amount of the bid . 
Failure to execute the Contract 
Agreement and/or submit the 
required Faithful Performance 
bond. Labor and Materials 
Bond, and Insurance 
Certificates to the City within 
twenty (20) calendar days alter 
the date of the award of the 
Contract shall be just cause for 
the annulment of the award and 
forfeiture of the proposal 
guarantee pursuant to the 
provisions of Section 20172 of 
the C
0
alilornia Public Contracts 
Code. 
Pursuant to the Labor Code, the 
City has obtained from the 
Director of the Department of 
Industrial Relations, State of 
California, has determinations 
of general pre·vailing rates of 
per diem wages believed to be 
applicable to the work, 
Including employer payments 
for- health and welfare, pension, 
vacation and similar purposed, 
copied of which are included In 
and made as part of the 
Contract Documents. The 
Contractor shall post all 
applicable prevailing wage 
rates at the job site and shall 
see that he and all of his 
subcontractors are paying 
wages equal to or greater than 
said rates. 
All bids are to be compared on 
the basis of the City Engineer's 
estimate of quantities of work to 
be done. 
No bid will be accepted from the 
bidder who is not fully and 
properly licensed as a 
contractor for t he work to be 
done by fllm.in accordance with 
the provisions of Chapter 9, 
Divisi on Ill, Sections 7000 
through 7145 of the Business 
and Professions Code of the 
State of Calif~rnJa. On the date 
and at the time of submittal of 
the Bidder's Proposal, the prime 
contractor shall have a Class 
lt A" and " B" c ontractor's 
license or a combination of 
Specialty Class "C" licenses 
sufficient to cover all of the 
work to be performed by him. 
The City Council reserves the 
right to reject any and all bids 
and to waive any Irregularity or 
Informality In any bid to the 
extent permitted by law. Bidder 
may not withdraw his bid for 
forty-nine (49) calendar days 
after the bid opening. 
As per the Public Contract Code 
Section 22300, the Contractor 
will be permitted the 
substitution of securities for 
any monies withheld by the 
City of Corona to ensure 
performance under Contract. At 
the request and expense of the 
Contractor, securities 
equivalent to the amount 
withheld shall be deposited with· 
the City Corona, or with a state 
or federally chartered bank as 
the escrow agent, who shall pay · 
such monies to the Contractor 
alter satisfactory completion of 
the Contract. Securities eligible 
for Investment under this 
section shall Inc lude those 
listed in Section 16430 of the 
Government Code or bank 
savings and loan certificates of 
deposit. The Contractor shall be 
the bene fic ia l o wner of any 
securities substituted for 
monies withheld and shall 
receive interest thereon. 
Legals 
Page B-6 
Architect-Segura/Deutschman 
Associates at (714)529-1291. 
DIEDRE" LINGENFELTER, City 
Clerk of the City of Corona, 
California 
Date:August 26, 1996 
p.9/12 
NOTICE OF DISADVANTAGED 
BUSINESS ENTERPRISES 
(DBE) GOALS AND RIGHTS OF 
PUBLIC TO COMMENT 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN to 
the public that: 
1. The Town of Yucca Valley has 
heretofore adopted ·major 
project DBE overall goals 
consisting of uti lizing 
disadvantages business 
enterprises In all aspects of 
contracting to the maximum 
extent feasible and committing 
itself to substantially increase 
disadvantaged business 
utilization. These goals further 
include insuring that the Town 
of Yucca of Valley, Its 
contractors and· subcontractors, 
which are recipients of Federal-
Aid funds, agree to provide 
disadvantaged business 
enterprises with the maximum 
opportunity to participate In the 
performance of contracts and 
subcontracts and a commitment 
by the Town of Yucca Valley and 
all its contractors and 
subcontractors to take all 
reasonable steps in accordance 
with 49 CFR 23 to insure that 
disadvantaged business 
enterprises have the maximum 
opportunity to complete and 
perform contracts. 
2. The Town of Yucca Valley has 
set the annual goals for 
participation In projects 
receiving U.S. DOT funds by 
DBE contractors for the period 
of October 1, 1996 through 
September 30, 1997. DBE 10%. 
3. The public may Inspect the 
goals and a description of how 
they were set at the Community 
Development Department in 
Town Hall of the Town of Yucca 
Valley, 57090 29 Palms Highway, 
Yucca valley, California, for a 
period of 30 days from the date 
that this notice in first 
published. 
4. The U.S. Department of 
Transportation and the TOwn of 
Yucca Valley will accept 
comments on the said goals for 
45 days from the date that this 
notice Is first published and 
said comments shall be 
considered to be for 
Informational purposes only. 
5. In addition to the foregoing, 
Interested minority and majority 
contractor organizations, upon 
request, shall receive a direct 
malling of the complete 
program with a request that 
they provide written comments 
to the Town of Yucca Valley on 
this program. 
Janet M. Anderson, Town Clerk 
p.9l~2 
CITY OF PERRIS 
STATI[; OF CALIFORNIA 
SECTION I 
ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIP 
NOTICE OF PETITION TO 
ADMINISTER ESTATE 
OF IDA U. AVILA 
To all hairs, beneficiaries, 
creditors, contingent creditors, 
and persons who may 
otherwise be interested In the 
will or estate, or both, of Ida U. 
Avila. 
A PETITION has been filed by 
Bea Ann Avila in the Superior 
Court of California, County of 
Riverside. 
The PETITION requests that Bea 
Ann Avila be appointed as 
personal representative to 
administer the estate of the 
decedent. 
The PETITION requests the 
decedent's WILL and codicils, If 
any be admitted to probate. The 
will and any codicils are 
available for examination In the 
file kept by the court. 
The PETITION requests 
authority to administer the 
estate under the Independent 
Administration of Estates Act. 
(This authority will allow the 
personal representative to take 
many actions without obtaining 
court approval. Before taking 
certain very Important action, 
however, the perso)lal 
representative will be required 
to give notice to interested 
persons unless they have 
waived notice or consented to 
the proposed action.) The 
Independent administration 
authority· will be granted unless 
an Interested person files an 
objection to the petition and 
shows good cause why the 
court should not grant the 
authority. 
If YOU OBJECT to the granting 
of the petition, you should 
appear at the hearing and state 
your objections or file written 
objections with the court before 
the hearing. Your appearance 
may be In person or by your 
attorney. 
If YOU ARE A CREDITOR or a 
contingent creditor of the 
deceased, you must file your 
claim with the court and mall a 
copy to the personal 
representative appointed by the 
court within lour months from 
the date of first Issuance of 
letters as provided In section 
9100 of the California Probate 
Code. The time for filing claims 
will not expire before four 
months from the hearing date 
noticed above. 
YOU MAY EXAMINE the file kept 
by the court. If you are a person 
Interested In the estate, you 
may file with the court a formal 
Request for Special Notice of 
the filing of an Inventory and 
appraisal of estate assets or of 
any petition or account as 
provided In section 1250 of the 
California Probate Code. A 
Request for Special Notice form 
is available from the court clerk. 
Petitioner Bea Ann Avila 
74095 Goleta St 
Palm Desert, CA 92260 
CASE NUMBER #004996 
P.9/12,9/19,9126. 
Thursday, September 12, 1996 
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE'S SALE 
T.S. No.B235801 Unit CodeB 
LQan No.1509320803/BRAND 
AP# 438-102-020-2 T.D. SERVICE 
COMPANY as duly appointed 
Trustee under the following de-
scribed Deed of Trust WILL SELL 
AT PUBLIC AUCTION TO THE 
HIGHEST BIDDER FOR CASH (in 
the forms which are lawful tender 
In the United States) and/or the 
cashier's, certified or other 
cheeks specified in Civil Code 
SecUon 2924h (payable in full ar 
the Ume of sale to T.D. Service 
Company) all right, title and inter- · 
est conveyed to and now held by 
ii under said Deed of Trust in the 
property hereinafter described: 
TRUSTOR: DOANLD BRAND JR. 
JOLENE BRANO DONALD BRAND 
SR. OLETA BRANO BENEFICIARY: 
TNT FINANCIAL, INC. Record-
edAugus.t 6, 1993 as Instr. No. 
308J44In Book page of Official 
Records in the office of the Re· 
corder of RiversideCounty· YOU 
ARE IN DEFAULT UNDER A' DEED 
·oF TRUST DATED · 
7/27/93.UNLESS YOU TAKE AC-
TION TO PROTECT YOUR PROP-
ERTY, IT MAY BE SOLD AT A 
PUBLIC SALE.IF YOU NEED AN 
EXPLANATION OF THE NATURE 
OF THE PROCEEDING AGAINST 
YOU, YOU SHOULD CONTACT A 
LAWYER. 4043 WOODLAND 
DRIVE, HEMET, CA 92543 (If a 
street address or common desig-
nation of property is shown 
above, no warranty is given as lo 
its completeness or correctness). 
The beneficiary under said Deed 
of Trust. by reason of a breach or 
default in the obligations secured 
thereby, heretofore executed and 
delivered to the undersigned a 
.written Declaration of Default and 
Demand for Sale, and written 
notice of default and of election to 
cause the undersigned to sell 
said property to satisfy said obli· 
gations, 'and thereafter the un· 
dersigned caused said notice of 
default and of election to be 
_RecordedJune 4. 1996 as Instr. 
No. 207166In Book Page of 
Official Records in the office of 
the recorder of RiversideCounty; 
Said Sale of property will be made 
in as is condition without cove-
nant or warranty, express or 
Implied, regarding title posses-
sion, or encumbrances, to pay 
the remaining principal sum of 
the note(s) secured by said Deed 
of Trust, with interest as in said 
note provided, advances, if any, 
under the terms of said Deed of 
Trust, fees, charges and expenses 
of the Trustee and of the trusts 
created by said Deed of Trust. 
Said sale will be held on: October 
2, 1996, at 3:30 p.m.at the Main 
Street entrance to the County 
Courthouse, 4050 Main St., Riv-
erside, CA At the time of the 
initial publication of this notice, 
the total amount of the unpaid 
balance of the obligation secured 
by the above described Deed of 
Trust and estimated costs, ex-
penses, and advances is 
$96,404.86. II is possible that at 
the time of sale the opening bid 
may be less than the total indebt-
ednr.ss due. Oate:9/05/96 T.D. 
SERVICE COMPANY as said 
Trustee, Michele Timmerman, 
Assistant secretary 1750 E. 4th 
St., Ste 700, Santa Ana, CA 92705 (714) 543-8372 We are assisting 
the Beneficiary to collect a debt 
and any information we obtain will 
be used for that purpose whether 
received orally or in writing . IF 
AVAILABLE, THE EXPECTED 
OPENING BID MAY BE OBTAINED 
BY CALLING THE FOLLOWING 
TELEPHONE NUMBERS ON THE 
DAY BEFORE THE SALE: (714)480-5690 TAC: 432629C 
PUB: 9/12, 9/19, 9/26/96 
~ 
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T·he 
Black 
Voice 
News 
Would like to 
take this 
opportunity to 
personally 
Thank e.ach 
and every per-
son who sup-
ports us and 
our endeavors 
FIRST •RATE RATE 
Visit one of our branches today! 
ffl Redlands Federal Bank 
A Tradition You Can Bank On 
Redlands Main 793-2391 • Banning 849-5676 • Beaumont 845-3151 • Big Bear 866-5821 
Calimesa 795-8953 • Colton 825-2821 Corona 371-2877 • Fonlana 822-2256 
Fonlana South 829-0581 • Highland 864·2743 • Loma Linda 796-0226 
Noito 735-8400• Riverside 787-0410• Yucaipa 797-0181 
H>I<. ln:i-un:d. Yid<I a!'\:i-L1ml·:,, prim,:ip..il .anti illllTl 'M. l ·o mpo undl."d daily. r L·m a in!'\ on ckprn,i1 for :\rl~ d:n,, 
tll hl·r r~le !oo and h : rm !lo :'.v:11l:1hle 11l' n :1h '.°' li ,r c:1rly wi thd r.tw:11. Al'Y dfc..·t.:1i11t.• a.-. 1 11" 9- .~-9(,: @ 
Al'" a nd tt.·rml'> ~uh1t.·,:1 1t1 t.·h an).:c without notin·. '"":-:=:.-
The City of Perris will receive 
sealed bids at the office of the 
City Clerk, 155 East 4th Street, 
Suite #220, Perris, California, 
92570 until 10:00 am on 
Wednesday, October 16th; 19i6, 
at which time all bids will be 
publicly opened and read aloud 
in the City Council Chambers 
Thinking About Going · 
for the following: ' 
DOWNTOWN AREA STREET 
IMPROVEMENTS, all in 
accordance with the plans , 
s peci f ications, special 
provisions, and other contract 
documents. 
S'peclfications may be obtained 
from the City Clerk's Office for a 
non-refundable lee of $30.00 (or 
$40.00 II mailed) per set. The 
Agency reserves the right to 
reject any bid, waive any and all 
Irregularities In blddin!I and to 
make the award in such a 
manner as it deems right and 
proper in the best Interest of the 
Agency so impaired or 
destroyed thereby and also so 
long as such waiver works no 
prejudice to the rights of the 
public. 
Each bidder on a public works 
Back To School? 
Choose a program that delivers quality, convenience and affordability, 
all from one of California's m ost respected private colleges. 
The University of Redlands, ranked by U. S. News & World Report 
as one of "America's Best Colleges," has been offering off-
campus degree programs for working adults since 1976. 
DEGREE OPTIONS: 
• S.S. in Business & Management 
• S.S. in Information Systems 
•M.BA 
• M.BA w / Information Systems Emphasis 
PROGRAM FEATURES: 
• Convenient class locations 
• One-evening-a-week class schedule 
• Major completion in 23 to 30 months 
• Professional, adult learning environment 
The bidder's attention is direct• 
ed to Section 6-8 of the Sp4!0ial 
Provisions, which requires the 
Contrac tor to pos t a surety 
bond In a form approved by the 
Engineer to the final acceptance 
of the work in an amount of not 
less than 10% of the final con• 
trac t amount, or $2,000.00 
whichever is greater, to guaran-
tee materials and workmanship 
for a period of one year from the 
date of acceptance of the work 
by the City Council. 
· contrac t must list In the • Loan programs, deferred payment plan 
Contract Documents, Including 
Plans, and Special Provisions, 
.but not Including tho Standard 
Plans of Standard 
Specifications, may be obtained 
from the Parks, Recreation and 
Community Services 
Department 81 5 W. Sixth Street, 
Room 150, Corona, California, 
91720, t elephone (909) 279-
3596 . All sets of Contract 
Doc uments, as d escribed 
above, may be purchased for a 
non refundable fee of $25.00 per 
set. 
For technica l Information 
relating to the d etails of t he 
proposed project, please 
contact the orolect land!lca011 
bidding doc uments his 
contrac tor"s license number 
and the expiration data, and 
must swear under penalty of 
perjury that the information 
provided is true and correct. 
Failure to provide this 
information under penalty of 
perjury renders the bid non-
responsive, and the State of 
Cali fornia Business and 
Professions Code, Section 
7028.15, provides that the bid 
must be rejected. 
Notice Is hereby given to the 
Contractor that this project Is 
funded through Community 
Block Grant Funds and the 
Contractor and his Sub(s) are 
required to comply with all their 
requirements. 
Contractor 's attention Is 
directed to Section in reference 
to Mobilization and Traffic 
Control. 
D,9(12 
• Free counseling before enrollment 
To request program literature and to learn about upcoming classes, call the University of Redlands 
regional center nearest you. 
We're closer than you think. 
Helena Johnson 
(909) 3.35-4064 • 335-3400 
UNIVERSITY OF REDIANDS 
WHITEHEAD COLLEGE 
EVENING DEGREE PROGRAMS FOR WORKING ADULTS 
The University of Redlands was Jountkd in 1907 and is accredited lTy the Western Association of Schools and Colleges. 
V 1 l J t I '1 -;,, --"l j ._ - , . --, 
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A Visit to Denver's Black Western ·Museum 
Paul Stewart 
By Cheryl Brown 
Black Voice News 
A day long visit to Denver, 
Colorado was enlightening and 
fulfilling as I recently went to see 
the Black American Western 
Museum and Heritage Center, 
founded by Mr. Paul Stewart. 
Mr. Stewart has turned the 
museum over to professionals and 
no longer works at the museum 
every day. However, the day I 
arrived he was "in the house." I 
had spoken with him in the past on 
the phone and for yean; it has been 
my desire to see what he did witl} 
the ardiacts he collected and 
saved. 
The sign on the building says it 
all, "The Black Western 
Museum." Right in the middle of 
the Five Points area where buses 
and electric street cars come to 
transfer is the location of the house 
which once belonged to Dr. 
Justina Ford, affectionately known 
as The Lady Doctor, in the heart 
of Denver's rich Black 
community. 
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~ -Black Voice Publisher Cheryl 
Brown with museum founder 
Paul Stewart 
Dr. Ford, a 1902 graduate from 
Hering Medical College in 
Chicago was a true pioneer. She 
overcame many obstacles. Her 
first was when she applied for a 
license in Colorado. The 
examiner told her, "I feel dishonest 
taking a fee from you. You've got 
two strikes against you to begin 
with. First of all, you are a lady, 
and second, you're colored." She 
would not be dissuaded. 
The Historic Dr. Justina Ford House 
She was denied hospital 
priviledges but delivered more 
than 7,0CJJ from various walks of 
life and crossing all racial barriers 
in her house. The house has been 
placed on the National Register of 
Historic Places by the United 
States Department of the Interior. 
The founder of the museum 
Paul Stewart was told when he 
played cowboys and indians, he 
had to be the Indian because there 
is no such thing as a Black 
cowboy. When he grew up, he 
found out this was not true 
because he met a real Black 
cowboy, a man who led cattle 
drives at the turn of the century. It 
was the beginning of his quest to 
find out more about the lost Black 
history of the west 
~e began collecting 
memorabilia, newspapers, legal 
documents, clothing, letters and 
has an ongoing oral history 
project. Just last month another 
piece of the puzzle was put 
together for Mr. Stewart when 
some of Bill Pickett's family came 
to the museum and identified a 
photograph of Pickett when he 
was younger. 
Stewart was called by the U.S. 
Postal Service t_o identify Bill 
Pickett . His advice was not 
heeded and the Post Office had to 
reprint millions of stamps that 
beared the wrong picture. 
Stewart has been the recipient of 
clothing and artifacts by some of 
the greatest of cowboy names. 
"Nearly a third of the cowboys 
in the old west were Black. They 
were in charge and didn't take a 
back seat to anyone," said Stewart. 
"Bill Pickett the inventor of Bull 
Dogging is one of the most 
famous cowboys but there were 
thousands of others," he said. 
uncovered every day. Our history 
has been lost, stolen and buried. If 
Paul Stewart has anything to say 
about it, the truth will be told. 
Other Denver tourist attractions 
are: Richard Allen Court, Barney 
L. Ford Building, Black American 
West Museum, Eulipions, Inc., Joe 
Lewis Barrow's House, Sonny 
Liston's House, Clara Brown, and 
Willie Kennard, Sheriff. 
Celeb.-ate 131ack 
Cultu.-e and 131ack 
tiiitOl"Y Month 
The museum also features in its 
basement a collection of the all-
Black 10th Calvary, the Buffalo 
soldiers named by the Native 
Americans because of their hair 
and their strength. 
The museum explores· facts that 
African Americans were some of 
the west's earliest millionaires, 
owning much of the west's most 
valuable real estate and many of 
its prominent businesses. Los 
Angeles and San Francisco are 
good examples of this. 
Downtown Los Angeles was 
owned by Biddy Mason. In San 
Francisco Lierdoff owned much of 
the city. 
in 
Senegal and/or Ghana 
Interested in Slave culture? 
Visit Goree Island, Alex Haley's Village, observe 
African naming ceremony and much, much, more. 
Senegal Feb. 14 
- February 21, 
1997. 
$1,095.00 
Ghana Feb. 23 -
March 2, 1997 
$1,295.00 
From New York - Double occupancy - taxes additional. Boo~ is early 
as possible for best fare from L.A. 
Call Travel Masters 
(909) 242-3414 
One of the many exhibits at the Black American Western Museum 
The story of African Americans 
still has to be told. It is being 
. . 
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Take Off For Tbe Weekend And Return Monday Or Tuesday For 
Substantia!Samngs With These Low Fares On Nonstop Flights From JAX 
Brea~way Fares For Weekend Savings. Travel No\\' Through 12d 7/96:' 
Depart anytime Saturday and return 
anytime the following Monday or Tuesday. 
Bakersfieldt 
Carlsbadt 
Fresnot 
Monrereyt 
Round Trip 
Palm s ring5t 
!>iegot 
. Obispot 
taBarbarat 
Depart after 12 noon Saturday 
and return anytime the 
following Monday or Tuesday. 
Departures before 12 noon will be 
an additional $30. . $198* 
Round Trip 
Dallas;Fort Worth 
Depart anytime Friday 
and return anytime the 
following Monday or Tuesday. $298* 
Round Trip 
Boston 
Maui, ID* 
Newark 
NewYork)FK 
~hington, p.c. 
It may sound too good to be true. But~ not. With American's BreakAAway fares, you can take off on a long weekend and enjoy substantial savings for 
U.S. travel through December 17, 1~~ Here's how it works: For travel from LAX to Boston, Maui, Newark, New York JFK orWclshington, D.C., depart 
anytime Friday and return anytime the following Monday or Tuesday. For all other travel, depart Saturday and return the following Monday or Tuesday. 
With all BreakAAway fares, just purchase your ticket at least three days in advance. And, as always, M.dvantage~ travel awards program members can earn 
full mileage credit with every flight. But seats are limited. So make your reservations today. 
For more information, call your lravel Agent gr American at 1-800-433· 7300. Or, to plan and purchase your American or American Eagle 
tickets on-line, use one of our ft!Access™ software products or visit our web site at http://wWw.americanair.com 
Consulte a su agente de viajes o /lame gratis a American Airlines at 1-800-633-3711 en espanol. 
AmericanAirlines® Americanfafi 
RESTRJCT70NS: •Fares are for round-trip nonstop &onomy Class travel and are nonrefundable. Reservations must be made at least three days prior to departure, and tickets must be purchased at least three .days prior to departure or within 24 hours of 
making reservations, whichever comes first, but no later than midnight 12/10/)6. Fares are valid for travel through 12/17/)6 except blackout dates of 11/29, 11/30, 12/2 and 12/3/)6. For travel to Boston, Maw, Newark, New York JFK or \Vashington, D.C., 
depart Friday and return the following Monday or Tuesday. For all other travel, depart Saturday and return the following Monday or Tuesday. To depart before 12 noon, add $30 to the $198 fare. Seats are limited. Fares may not be available on all flights and 
are subject to change without notice. Up to Sl2 per round trip in local airport charges may be collected in addition to the advertiSed price. Changes to your ticket may be made prior to departure if you pay a $50 service charge and meet the restrictions 
applicable to the new fare. Cancellation/change penalties apply. Other restrictions may apply. A portion of or all travel may be on American Eagle, American's regional airline associate. American Airlines, American Eagle and AAdvantage are regi.stered trade-
marks, BreakAAway is a service mark, and Mccess is a trademark, of American Airlines, Inc. American reserves the right to change AAdvantage program rules, regulations, uavel awards and special offers at any time without notice, and to end the Mdvantage 
program with six months notice. AAdvantage travel awards, mileage accrual and special offers subject to government regulations. tService is on American Eagle. tService to Maui begins 11,-01/)6. 
l 
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Do you have room 
l 
for one more 
., 
Make a dream come true. 
Become a foster or an adoptive parent. 
Call 1-800-722-4477 
San Bernardino County Foster,. Home Services 
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